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MEDIUM WAVE TRANSMITTER
CHOKE.MODULATED AT LOW POWER
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The transmitter operates on the low-power choke-modulation system. It is designed
to work at a,ny frequency within the band of I,500 to 600 kc/s (200-500 metres) and to deliver to
the aerial a carrier porrer up to about 65 kW. with provision for 80 per cent. modulation.

Modulation takes place in the anode circuit of a valve known a,s the Modulated
(or Modulated Magnifier). This valve is dliven at the required carrier frequency
and has about 250 W. supplied to its anode, the supply being choke-modulated. The H.X'.
drive is normally provided either by a separate master oscillator or by a fork drive equipment.
ff required, however, the initial stage of the transmitter itself can be adjusted to function
as a master oscillator for the generation of the carrier frequency. In the normal course, this
stage, which is termed the Drive stage, and the stage that foUows, which is known as the
Separator stage, operate as amplifiers and transmit the drive.to the Modulated Amplifler.
Programme is received from the output of the 'B' amplifier in tho control room and
undergoes two sta,ges of amplification, the va,lves in these stages being known as the Submodulator and the Modulator, the Iatter controlling the modulation.
The output of the Modulated Amplifier is used to drive a stage known as the Intermediate H.F. Amplifier (or First Power Amplifier) and this in turn drives the Final H.F.
Amplifier (or Main Power Amplifier).
The transmitter is constructed as five separate units, namely :-

Amplifier

'A ' unit containing the Drive,

Separator, Modulated Amplifier, Sub-modulator, and

Modulator stages.

'B ' unit containing the push-pull Intermediate II.F. Amplifi.er stage.
'C ' units (2) each containing a bank of water-cooled valves forming one side of the
push-pull n'inal I{.X'. Amplifier.

'D 'unit

a''

containing the circuits handling the II.F. output from the final stage.

The controls and meters associated with the power supply circuits a,re located on the
control table which constitutes a soparate unit.
The output is fed via a transmission line to the aerial transformer which is located in
a building underneath t'he aerial at the foot of the down-lead.
The valves used, and the conditions under which they operate in a typical c&se, are
given in the table on page 2.
A common H.T. supply at 10,000 to 12,000 volts is used. for the X'inal and Intormediate
II.X'. Amplifiers, and a common supply at 3,500 volts {or all of tho stages, with the exception
of the Drive stage, in the 'A' unit. A separate supply at 2,000 volts is usod for tho Drive
stage. The grid bias supply for the 'C'units is at 150 volts, that for the oB' unit at 1,4001,600 volts and that for the ' A' unit at 550 volts. A common supply at 2L.5 volts is used
for filament heating in all the stagos of the transmitbor.
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General Description (Contd,)
The five units, which comprise the radio transmitter, stand side by side in the order,
IJnit'A,'IJnit'B,'IJnit'C1,'Unit'D'andUnit'C2.' The controltable, exceptat Droitwich, is installed facing the ' D ' unit. Where there are two transmitters at the station they
are ranged along opposite sides of the Transmitter I{alI with the corresponding units facing
one another. The order of the units, left to right, is therefore different for the two transnrif,f,s1g.

Since the two transmitters radiate difierent programmes precautions are taken to prevent
mutual interference by complete screening of the units. The main framework of the transmitting units is constructed of polished aluminium ' L' section members with side panels of
sheet alunoinium. The top panels of the ' A ' unit are also of sheet aluminium with apertures
cut in them for ventilating purposes, covered with copper garza to complete the electrical
screening. Greater ventilation is required in the other units and the tops of these are,
therefore, fitted with expanded metal covers. Doors are fitted to the front and back of each
unit except in the case of the ' D ' unit in which they are at the side. By means of interlocking
gate-switches, no portion of the apparatus carrying high potential direct current can be
touched until the power is switched ofi and the incoming supply terminals earthed.
Beneath the units are apertures in the floor of the Transmitter IIaIl, through which the
various supply cables pass up from the crypt, w,hich extends under the whole length of both
transmitters and the Transmitter Hall switchboard. Expanded metal screens are fi.tted.
round these apertures to prevent accidental conta,ct being made with the H.T. terminals from
beneath. The inter-unib high frequency connections consist of copper tube bus bars and are
mounted on porcelain insulators on the tops of the units.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
General Operatin€, Conditions for H.F. Amplifiers
The various I{.F. amplifier stages in the transmitter consist of a single valve, or of two
or more valves in push-pull, with a parallel-fed tuned output circuit.
The function of the valve is to provide the energy necessary to make good the loss
occurring in the oscillatory circuit including the energy drawn from it by any load coupled
to it. This can be accomplished either by supplying energy to the tuned circuit over the
greater part of the cycle, or by providing impulses of energy at the proper frequency and
phase during a small part of it. In the first condition the valve is biassed. to about the
I. characteristic and draws anode current over
middle of the straight portion of its Y*
the whole of the II.X'. cycle. In the se-cond condition it is biassed. practically to 'cut-off'
or oven beyond, and operates as a rectifier drawing anode current only during the part of
the H.F. cycle in which the grid is swept positive.
The second method of operation gives a much greater D.C. to A.C. conversion efficiency
than the first ; in fa,ct, the briefer the duration of the impulses, consistent with the transfer
of the requirod amount of energy, the greater will be the efficiency. The drive to the valve
ca,n either be limited so that the grid never actually becomes positive or else can be adjusted
It
to a value such that at the positive peaks of the driving voltage grid current will flow.
-to
be
will be obsorved that a valve taking no grid current requires practically no energy
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION.
General Operating Conditions for H.F. Amplifiers

(Contd)

transferred from the preceding st,age, whereas one that is driven into grid current places a
considerable and fluctuating load on the stage driving it. The latter condition is, however,
the more efficient one while, if desired, the grid current can be used to build up a voltage
in a leak resistance connected between the grid and earth so as to make the valve self-biassing.
By suitably choosing the values of the grid leak and blocking condenser, the seH-bias can
be made to adjust itself according to the drive applied to the stage so as to maintain the
correct condition of operation over a wide range of variation of the driving voltage. Thus
an increase in the driving voltage produces a compensating increase irr the bias so that the
valve still becomes conductive only during the positive halves of the H.n'. cycles.
Formerly, a valve operating as a linear amplifier and biassed to about the middle of the
straight portion of its Vg-Ia characteristic was dcscribed as a Class I amplifier; a valve
operating as a half-wave rectifier and biassed to the point of 'cut-off' or, more usually, to tho
commencemert of the bottom bend of its V*
Io characteristic, but not driaen into gri,d
current, was described as a Class 2 amplifier, while
a valve that is drir.en into grid current,
and, therefore, needs a powor sta,ge to drive it, was doscribed as a Class 3 amplifier, regardless
of whether it was biassod like a Class 2 amplifier or to a point ar:tually beyond 'cut-off.' The
more rocert practice is to uso the classifications '-A,' 'B' and 'C.' A Class A ampiifior is a
linear amplifier conductive over the whole 360o of the H.F. cycle and is,therefore, the same
as a Class I amplifier. A Class B amplifier is one biassed to a point, between the mid point
of the Vt
I" charactoristic and'cut-off,'and is, therefore, conductive over a portion of the
II.F. cycle- not, less than 180o. A Class C amplifier is one biassed to beyond 'cut-off' and
therefore conductive over less than 180' of the H.F. cycle. It wiII be seen that the Class B
classification takes no account of grid current and includes both the old Class 2 and that part
of the old Class 3 in which the valve is conductive over l80o or more of the H.F. cycle. It is
therefore usual to describe a Class B amplifier that is not driven into grid current (covered
by the old classification, Class 2) as Class Br, while a Olass B amplifier that is driven into grid
current is described as Class Br.
The Drive and Modulated Amplifier stages are operated in the self-biassing condition.
The latter is a Class C amplifier and the former is either a Class B, or a Class C amplifier, depending upon the H.F. out'put voltage it is required to provide. The Separator stage operates as a
Class A amplifier. The Intermediate H.1,'. amplifier is operated as a Class 81 amplifier in the
restricted drive condition in which no glid current is allowed to flow, and the Final H.F, amplifier
is operatod as an externally biassed amplifier taking grid current, that is to say, as a Class B,
amplifier.
The Intermediate and Final H.F. amplifiers are both push-pull stages, the voltages in tho
anode circuits of the two sides of tho circuit being 180o out of phase with one another. The two
anodo circuits are, therefore, coupled to opposite ends of the tuned output circuit so that the
injections of energy occur in the correct phase.

Neutrodyne Circuit
Neutrodyning, or ' balancing,' is the means adopted to overcome the inherent instability
of triode valves used in H.X'. circuits, which results from the coupling between the anode and

grid circuits provided by the inter-electrode capacity of the valve. The method consists
of applying to the grid a voltage, obtained from the anode circuit, equal and opposite in phase
to that referred from the anode to the grid via the inter-electrode capacity of tho v&lve.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Neutrodyne Circuit

(Contd,)

The tuning condenser is divided into a number of sections for the purpose, as illustrated

in Figure l, and one of the tapping points is earthed. Since all the sections of the tuning
condenser carry the same A.C. current the potential developed. across each will be proportional
loC. The earthing of one of the tapping points, say '-B ' X'igure I, does not

to its reactance,lf

afiect the potential relations existing between the tapping points, but points on opposite
sides of the earth tap, e.g. ' A' and ' C ' wiTl have voltages differing in sign relative to earth
potential and therefore l80o out of phase with one another. If point ' ,4. ' is connecteil to the
valve anode, and point 'C ' is connected via a variable condenser of suitable value to the grid,
the voltage fed back to the grid can be adjusted to balance out that transferrod by the intereleetrode capacity from the anode to the grid.
The same result, could, of course, be obtained by using tapping points on the tuning
inductance and by earthing ono of these. The capacity a,rra,ngement,, however, has the
advantage that each end of the circuit has a capacity path to earth which presents a negligible
impedance to frequencies of a higher order than the carrier frequency, and thus serves to
suppress the harmonics produced in the amplifiers which, with the exception of tho Separator
stage, are all of the non-linear type, and also rend-ers the circuit stable by preventing the
building up of parasitic short wave oscillations.
X'igure 2 (A) shows a typical neutrodyne circuit, and n'igure 2 (B) shows the same circuit
drawn in the form of a bridge. In this example the tuning condenser is earthed at the centre
point and the anode and grid of the valve are connected to its outer ends. An anti-short
wave resistance '.Bf is included in the anode circuit, and an equal resistartco'Rr'is therefore
included in series with the 'balancing' condenser in order to preserve the balance. Where
several valves are used in parallel the 'balancing' resistance 'Er' is made the equivalent of the
anode resistances in parallel.

Drive Stage (Figs. 5 and 12)
This stage employs a D.E.T.2 valve with 2,000 volts II.T. operating with grid current
in the self-biassing condition. The H.X'. output is fed to a tuned closed circuit, choke-capacity
coupling being employeC. The stage may be operated either as an amplifier with external

drive or as a master oscillator.
The H.T. supply is obtained from a separate generator and smoothing is provided by a
IttF condenser. The frlament supply at 12! volts is obtained via pre-sot dropping resistances
from the common filament generator and the centre point of the filament, obtained from a
shunt resistance, is earthed.
Under the normal conditions of operation the driving voltage is generated externally
and is applied to the transmitter via a length of D.X'. cable terminated by a tuned circuit
in the 'A' unit. The voltage developed across the condenser in this circuit is applied via a
blocking condenser to the grid of the Drive stage. No bias is a,pplied to the grid, consequently
when it swings positive the valve will run into grid current and a large negative charge will
be built up on the plate of the coupling condenser to which the grid is connected. This will
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Drive Stage (Contd,)
slowly leak away to oarth via the grid leak, the value of which, 100,000 ohms, is chosen so as
to leave a steady negative bias always applied to the grid.
The process can also be explained in terms of the normal convention by which current
is assumed. to flow from positive to negative. Thus, during the positive half cyclo the
plate of the condenser to which the grid is connected receives a positive charge. This
supplies the energy for the current which flows from the positive grid to the fiIament. The
condenser is thus discharged, the plate connected to the grid becoming negativo, and a
charging current therefore flows into it from earth via the grid leak resistanco. The condenser, in conjunction with the grid leak, thus eonstitutes a smoothing system which converts
the sudden surge of grid current through the valve into a small steady D.C. in the return path
to the grid which includes the 100,000 ohm resistance.
A spare valve is provided, together with a chango-over switch for transferring the filament,
grid and anode connections from the valvo normally in circuit to the spare valve, which can
thus be brought into circuit without shutting down the transmitter.

The stage is tuned by adjusting the output closed circuit to resonate at the carrier
frequency, this condition being indicated by inaximum circulating current and mirri6116
anode current. Inductance tappings and a variometer are provided for the tuning, and a
variable oil condenser for fine adjustment of the frequency when the stage is being operatod
as a master oscillator.
The condenser in the closed circuit is tapped ab two points, one being earthed, and the

other providing the reversed phase voltage fed back

to the grid to

enable the stago

to

be

balanced when it is being used as an amplifi.er, or to cause it to self-oscillate when it is being
used as the master oscillator. The condonser is unequaliy tapped so that the voltage developed
in the section providing the phase reversal is small compared with that developod botween the
anode and earth. This allows the baJancing condenser to have a working value large comparod
with the inter-electrode capacity of the valve and with obhor stray capacities in the circuit,
so that there will be no difiiculty in obtaining a perfect balance.
The fine tuning condenser is shunted across tho portion of the closed-circuit capacity
which provides the neutrodyning tap, but its working value is only of tho ordor of 0.00005pn'.
so that tuning the stage will have no appreciable ejfiect upon the value of the feed back voltage.
The tapped capacity arrangement assists, as previously described, in the supprossion of
harmonics.

A switch is providecl for arranging the circuit according to the typo of working requirod.
n'or operat'ion &s an oscillator the switch is thrown to the Self- Osc position. This operation
disconnects the external drive and places an additional variable condonser in parallel with the
balancing condenser, the combined capacity forming the drive 'reaction' condonser. The
additional condenser is then adjusted to a value such that the valve just oscillabes freely.
X'or operation as an amplifier the switch is set in the Drive position, thereby connecting the
output of the external drive between grid and earth and disconnecting the additional condenser
so as to.leave only the balancing condenser in circuit. If this has previously boen adjusted
for a perfect balance no further adjustment will be necessa,ry.

{
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Separator Stage

1Figs. 5 and 12)
This stage employs a D.E.M.2 valve, with 2,000 volts II.T. and 350 volts grid bias, and is
adjust'ed to operate without grid current. It is choke-capacity coupled to an output closed
circuit.
The Modulated Amplifier which follows this stage is drinen into grid curront and this is
found to vary with the percentage of modulation. Thorefore, if the Modulated Amplifier
were directly coupled to the master oscillator, the variation in the load on the latter, due to
the varying impedance of the Modulated Amplifier grid circuit, would cause the frequency
generated correspondingly to vary with the modulation applied. The introduction of the
Separator stage, operating without grid current, orrercomes the difriculty by providing a
constant load for the master oscillator, while the use of a low impedance valve in the stage
ensures that there will be ample power available from it to maintain the voltage on the grid of
the Modulated Amplifier when the impedance of the circuit is at a minimum due to grid
cunent flowing, and thus to prevent the wave form of the modulation from being distorted.
This is illustrated in X'igure 3.
The H.T. supply is obtained from the common 3,500 volt supply via a 25,000 ohm
resistance which reduces the voltage actually 6;pplied to the anode of the valve to about
2,000 volts. A 0.0lpX' condenser is provided to by-pass the leak-back H.X'. current. The
filament supply o,t 12! volts is obtained via pre-set dropping resistances from the common
filament supply, the centre point of the filament, obtained from a shunt resistance, being
earthed. The grid bias is applied via an H.F. choke from a potentiometer connected across
the common 550 volt supply to the 'A' unit, smoothing boing provided by a 20 E choke in
the supply lead and a 5/*F condenser connected between the tapping point and earth.
A spare valve is provided together with a, change-over switch for transferring the filament,
grid and anode connections from the valve normally in circuit to the spare valve, which can
thus be brought into circuit without shutting down the transmitter.
The input to the stage is applied via a blocking condenser from a tapping on the inductance in the output closed circuit of the Drive stage. The oscillatory and balancing circuits
are similar to those of the Drive stage, but the fine tuning condenser is omitted. The stage
is tuned for maximum circulating current in the closed circuit with minimum anode curuent
and the grid bias is adjusted to a value such that there is no grid current.

Modulated Amplifier Stage

1Figs.

5 and

12)

This stage employs a D.E.T.3 valve, with 2,400 volts ILT. choke-modulated by the
L.tr'. output of the Modulator, operating with grid current in the self-biassing condition.
The modulated II.X'. output is applied by means of choke-capacity coupling to a closed tuned
circuit which forms the primary circuit of a loosely-coupled H.F. transformer, the tuned
secondary of which provides the input circuit for the push-pull fntermediate II.X'. Amplifier.
The H.T. supply to the Modulated Amplifier is fed, in common with the supply to the
Modulator, through an iron-cored choke ('/'X'ig.5) and also through a series resistance
'"I,' which is shunted by a 67rn' condenser 'K.' This arrangemen-t fu adopted, for the

/

I
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Modulated Amplifier Stage

(Contd,)

in order to enable 100 per cent modulation to be securod. A 0.0002rtX'
condenser connected across the supply prevents sta,nding warres from being set up on the
winding of the speech choke. The capacity of this condenset is limited to the value given,
since if a larger value were used it would by-pass the higher modulation frequencies.
In an L.n'. amplifier, if distortion is to be avoided, the peak A.C. voltage in the output
must be restrictecl to about 70 per cent of the D.C. voltage applied to the anode. In the case
of the Modulator valve the anode supply is at 3,500 volts so that the maximum peak programme voltage available from the stage, which is also the maximum change in D.C. voltage
applied to the anode of the Modulated Amplifi.er valve, is only about 2,400 volts. If therefore,
the D.C. voltago applied to the anode of the Modulated Amplifier valve were made the same
as that applied to the anode of the Modulator, namely 3,500 volts, the upper limit of distortionless modulation would also be only about 70 per cent. Therefore, to make it possible to
obtain 100 per cent, modulation, the resistance '"I' (X'ig. 5) is included, in series with the
anode of the Modulated. Amplifier, so as to reduce the D.C. voltage applied to the anode to
2,400 volts, and the condenser shunting it is provided in order to by-pass the L.n'. component
of the modulator anode voltagg. a
The fiIament supply at l$'volts is obtained via pre-set dropping resistancos from the
common filament supply and the centre point of the fiIament, obtained from a shunt resistance,
is earthed.
The drive is applied via a, blocking condenser from a tapping on the output-closed-circuit
imluctance of the Separator stage. When the grid swings positive it wiII draw grid current.
As explained in the description of the Drive stage, on Page 6, the energy to supply the peaks
of grid current is provided by the coupling condenser and there will be a steady uni-directional
flow of grid current towards the grids through the 25,000 ohm grid leak resistance. The
potential built up across this resistance provides the negative grid bias to the valve, t'he valne
of which will obviously depend upon the value of the driving voltage applied to the stage.
The valve is driven very hard because the drive applied must be sufficient to swing the
anode voltage betweerr zero and the applied D.C. at any value the latter may assume as the
result of modulation. In order to permit of 100 per cent mod.ulation, the drive must be
aclequate to control a D.C. anod.e voltage double that, present in the unmodulated condition.
The drive is therefore adjusted to something of the order of 400 volts peak. The resulting
grid self-bias is of the order of - 300 volts and. is sufficient to bias the va,lve beyond cut-ofi
even in the 100 per cent modulated condition when the D.C. anode voltage assumes a peak
value of 4,800.
The condenser in the output closed circuit has an earthed centre tap to provide for
harmonic suppression and neutrodyning, the anode and balancing condenser connections
being made to its opposite outer ends. Tuning is afiected by means of tappings on the
inductance and a variable oil condenser connected across the circuit.
The output closed circuit is inductively coupled to a second closed circuit (' MO' Fig. 5)
which provides the push-pull input to the Intermediate II.n'. Amplifier. The coupling
lretween the two circuits is variable so that the drivo to the Intermediate H.X'. Amplifier

re&sons given below,
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that the correct impedance is reflected into the primary circuit.
The resistances 'tr[,' X'igure 5, are included in the secondary tuned circuit in order to flatten the
tuning of the circuit so as to prevent sideband cut-ofi.
The tuning of the secondary circuit must not be made with the coupling tight or an
stage can be adjusted, and so

asymmetrical frequency characteristic will be produced. The procedure is, therefore, first
to tune the secondary circuit for maximum current, employing the weakest possible coupling,
and then to tighten up the coupling so as to provide adequate drive for the Intermediate
H.X'. Amplifier, and tune the primary circuit for minimum anode current. The second,ary
tuning should, neaer be oltered, after the coupl'ing has been tightened,.
tr'igure 4 shows the resonance curve which will be obtained if the set is properly tuned,
with the carrier frequency in the centre of t'he resonance curve so that equal response is
obtained over both sidebands. It also shows the types of response curve which may be
obtained by incorrect tuning of the secondary circuit. It is possible to obtain conditions
in which one of the sidebands is given such undue prominence that it may 'rvell reach amplitudes representing more than the maximum modulation, thereby giving rise to serious distortion in the later stages.

Sub-modulator and Modulator @igs. 5 and

12)
The input of the sub-modulator is transformer-coupled to the 600 ohm line from the
output o{ the 'B ' amplifier in the control room. The secondary of the input transformer
is loaded with a 100,000 ohm resistance.
A type D.E.T.2 valve is used in the Sub-modulator stage and operates with approximatel_v- 1,300 volts on its anode. It is resistance-capacity coupled to the Modulator, which
consists of an M.T.9L valve operating at an anode potential of 3,500 volts. Both valves are
fed from the same H.T. supply, the Modulator in common with the Modulated Amplifi.er,
via the 100 H. modulation choke, and the Sub-modulator via a 100,000 ohm resistance.
The filament supplies at L2.5 volts for the Sub-modulator and at lf.0 volts for the
Modulator, are obtained via pre-set dropping resistances, individual to each stage, from the
common fllament supply. The centre point of the filament in each case is obtained from a
shunt resistance and is earthed.
The grid bias is obtained from tappings on a potentiometer connected across the common
550 volt supply to the 'A' unit, the supply being smoothed by a 20 H choke in series with the
supply, and a 5lrn'. condenser connected between each tapping point and earth.

Intermediate H.F.
General.

Amplifier

(Figs. 5, 5a, 13 and l3a)

This is a push-pull stage employing a pair of C.A.M.3 vallres with 10,000 to 12,000
volts H.T. and about 1,500 volts grid bias. The valves are biassed well down the characteristic, nearl;z to cut-off, so that each amplifies only the positive haif of each H.X'. cycle applied
to its grid. The I{.F. outputs from the two sides of the circuit are applied, by means of
choke-capacity coupling, to opposite ends of the output closed circuit. In the original
design this was magnetically coupled to the input circuit of the X'inal II.F. Amplifier, as shown
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in X'igures 5 and 13, but in certain cases where a more efficient coupling was found necessary
the capacitative arrangement shown in Figures 5A and I3A is used.
The function of the stage is to provide a source of excitation for the Sinal H.X'. Amplifier,
that will be capable of supplying without appreciable drop in voltage the instantaneous
peaks of grid current, amounting to several amperes, required by that stage during those
portions of each cycle when its grids become positive. Obviously the Modulated Amplifler
wlrile easily able to provide the necessary voltage, of the order of 400 H.X'. peak volts, so long
as the grids of the final stage were negative, would be totally inadequate to provide the power
required as soon as these grids became positive ; its output voltage would, therefore, fall
away to practically nothing, causing the positive peaks of grid potential to the fi.nal stage to
be clipped. and giving rise to serious amplitude distortion. The valves in the Intermediate
II.X'. Amplifier are low-impedance, low-magnification valves and are run into bottom bend,
but, to avoid placing a heavy load on the Modulated Amplifier, grid current is not allowed to
flow. The Il.F. power available in the output of the stage, actually of the order of 3-4 kW.,
is very much greater than that a,bsorbed in the momentary grid current taken by the X'inal
II.X'. Arnplifier, and the circuit therefore has the req'uisite good regulation.

Supplies. The H.T. supply is at 10,000-12,000 volts and is separately fed to each valve via
a fuse, a coupling choke and a non-iry\ctive wire-wound resistance of the order of 50 ohms
shunted by a low resistance short wa,iTchoke. These resist&nces, in conjunction, in certain
of the transmitters, with similar resistances in series with the grids, serve to damp out pa,rasitic
short wave oscillations. The choke shunting them provides a lorv resistance path for tlie D.C.
The filament supply at

approximately$.lvolts

is obtained from the common filament generator

via individual pre-set dropping resistances. The value of filament voltage a,ctually requirecl
for each valve will differ slightly and is notifled on the test label a,ttachecl to the valve.
The centre point of the filaments is obtained from a shunt resistance and is ea,rthed. The
grid bias voltage from the machine is regulated to the value required, which normally lies
between 1,400 and I,600 volts, and the bias to the valves is applied via individual potentiometers and H.X'. chokes, the grid circuits being completed to earth via, a, common machine
loading resistance. The potentiometers are included to enable the feeds to the two valves
to be equalised. Smoothing is provided by a 20 H. choke in series with the supply and 0.59.F
condensers connected between the tapping points a,nd earth,

Spare Valves. A spare pair of yalves is provided in the 'B' unit which may be switched
into circuit in the event of failure of one of the working pair. Separate fiIamen.t rheostats are
provided for the spare valves so that the voltage can be applied gradually, in order to avoid
damaging the filament by subjecting it to the surge of current that would result if the full
voltage were applied while it was still cold, its resista,nce when cold being much srnaller than
when hot. The switching of the grid and anode connections is mechanically interlocked with
the filament rheostat handwheel so that these circuits are not completed until the fila,ment
voltage has been run up to its normal u,orking va,lue. The anode connection to the working
valve is interrupted by the operaiion of the sv'itch which completes that to t'he spa,re valve
L2
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and at the sarre time changes ove.r the grid connoction. It is, therefore, unnecessary to
open the unit in order to change the valves, although it is usual to reduce the E.T. voltage
while it is being done in order to ayoid a momontary surge of anode current that would
probably blow the fuses.
The switching at L.R.T, does nof, provide for the change-over. It is, therofore, necessary
at this station to open the unit in order to isolate tho working pair of valves'

Input Circuit. The grids are connected via condensers to the outer ends of the tuning
in the output secondary closed circuit of the Modulated Amplifi.er. The grid

condenser

circuits provide the centre-point carth so that the voltages applied to the grids are l80o out
of phase with one another. The value of the drive is adjusted from considerations of the
opera,ting characteristics of the valves, in order to ensure that they will not run into grid
current. These indicate an anode current in the unexcited confition of 0.3-0.4 A, and with
10,000 volts on the anodes, this is obtained with about 1,500 volts grid bias. Since grid
current is to be avoided under all conditions of modulation, the maximum peak H.X'. voltage
applied to the grids must not exceed the value of the grid bias and, since with 100 per cent
modulation the II.F. voltage is twice the steady unmodulated value, the peak voltage applied
to the grids iu the unmodulated condition must not exceed 750 volts.

Output Circuit. As mentioned above, the output circuit may be arranged either in the
manner shown in X'igures 5 and 13 or in that shown in Figures 5A and l3A.
In the cases covered by Figure 5 the output closed circuit of the Intermediate H.X'.
Amplifier forms the primary circuit of a loosely coupled H.X'. transformer, the tuned seconda,ry
of which forms the input circuit of the Final II.F. Amplifier.
The anodes of the C.A.M.3 valves are connected via a condenser to the outer ends of the
primary closed-circuit condenser which has an earthed centre tap. The neutrodyning
connection is mad.e in each case to the opposite end of the closed-circuit capacity to which
the anode of the valve is connected, and resistances &re included in series with the balancing
condensers in order to balance the short wave suppressor resistances in the anode lead. The
circuit, is tuned by varying the tappings of the closed-circuit inductance and by means of a
variometer. An H.X'. choke connectod between one end of the closed. circuit and earth
provides a leakage path for static charges. The secondary inductance ('R'X'ig. 5) consists
of two equal portions joined in series via the fine tuning variable oil condenser 'rS,' which is
mounted. in the ' B' unit. The outers of the secondary coil are connected to the grid leads of
the X'inal II.X'. Ampiifier via coupling condensers ' U' ol large capacity, which serve to
isolate the inductance from the grid negative circuit of the final stage and to provide reservoirs
for storing up the energy necessary to supply the considerable peaks of grid current taken by
the'C'units. The secondary circuit capacity'V'is distributed and consists of a number
of condensers in each ' C ' unit (Nos. 4l and 37 in Fig. 14) connected between grid and earth.
As regards the tuned circuit, these two groups of parallel condensers, one in each 'C' unit,
are connected in series and an earthed centre point is provided by the grid circuit"s' The
object, of distributing the capacity in each 'C' unit is to provide low-impedance short wave
l3
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earthed paths so a,s to preyent the grid circuits from resonating at ve,ry high froquencies,
and thereby to suppress short wave parasitic oscillations. Two water-cooled resistar,ces 'W'
(Fig.6) oI about 130 ohms are connected one between each busbar of the'C'unit and earth,
and serve, in series, to dissipate part of the output of the Intermediate II.X'. Amplifier. Since
their impedance is much lower than that of the grid-filament path of the X'inal H.F.
Amplifier, even at the peak value of grid current, they ensure tha,t the circuit will have good
regulation and that the taking of grid current will have no appreciable effect upon the voltage
applied to the grids.
In the arrangement shown in X'igure 5A there is only one tuned circuit corrprising the
inductances'.B in each sideof thecircuit,the condensers'Q'('B'units),'Y' and'V'
(distributed in the 'C' units), in parallel, each with an earthed centre tap, and the variable
oil condenser ' B ' in the ' B ' unit. Coarse adjustment of the drive to the X'inal II.E. Amplifier
is mado by varying the value of the condensers ' V,' the efiect of which is to alter the value of
the impedauce shunting the grid circuits of the valves in the f.nal stage. The fine adjustment
is made by means of the variable condenser 'B,' and the circuit is brought into tune by
adjustment of the variometer.

Final H.F. Amplifier (Figs 5, 14 and 15)
General-This unit comprises the two o C' units and the 'D ' unit. It consists of a pushpull stage emplo5ring up to seven C.A.T.6 valves in ea,ch side of the circuit. The actual
number in circuit is varied according to the power at which the transmitter is to be operated.
The valves in each halJ of the circuit operate in parallel, with 10,000-12,000 volts H.T. and
l5'0 volts grid bias, and are driven into grid currerrt. The valves are biassed well
down their characteristic so that each side of the push-pull circuit provides efficient
amplification only of that half of each H.X'. cycle which causes its grids to srn'ing positive.
The II.X'. outputs from the two sides of the circuit are applied, by means of choke-capacity
coupling, to opposite ends of the output closed circuit which is included in the 'D' unit.
This is magnetically coupled to the .transmission line which feeds the H.X'. output to the
aerial via a transformer located in the aerial transformer house at the foot of the down-Iead.

Supplies-The II.T. supply is at

10,000-12,000 volts and is separately fed to the anode of
' C ' units via a fuse, a 500 ohm resistance ' Z' (Fig.S), the II.F. coupling
ohoke 'Y' and a non-inductive wire-wound resistance of the order of 50 ohms shunted by a,
short wave choke o{ low D.C. resistance.
This separa,te feed arrangement serves to isolate each valve from its neighbour and
has been found to provide practical immurrity from flash arcs which are caused by rough spots
or little pockets of gas on the interior surface of the anode and take the form of a violent
discharge within the valve, short-circuiting the anode to earth. The provision of a separate
fuse allows a fault on one valve to clear itself without afiecting the other valves in circuit,
while the 500 ohm resistance, although dissipating a considerable amount, of power, tends
each valve in the two
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to prevent the formation of a self-maintaining arc in the event of a discharge in the valve.

It tr,lso sierves to prevent long wave oscillations
valve capacity

circuit.

at the resonant frequency of the anode choke'
in conjunction with the distri'

The 50 ohm non-iuductive resistance,

buted Intermediate II.F. Amplifier output secondary tuning capacity, serves to suppress
parasitic short wave oscillabions.
The fi.lament supply at approximately lg volts is obtained from the common filament
supply, and individ.ual pre-set dropping resistances are provided. for each valve so that the
voltage actually applied to it can be adjusted to the value for the particula,r valve advised
on the makers' label. The centre point of the filaments is obtained by means of shunt
resistances and is earthed.
The gri,l negative supply to the 'C' units is at I50 volts and is applied to each of the
' C ' units via a potentiometer and an H.F. choke. A condenser of capacity 50pF is connected
between the slider of the potontiometer and earth, a,nd serves both to smooth the grid bias
supply and to b;,-pass the heavy pgaks of rectif.ed grid current. The Ytulue of the capacity
is primarily governed by the latter consideration'

H.T. Smoothing.-Due to the rectifying action of the valves in the 'C' units, large audio.
freqlency cuments are produced and these have to be by-passed by smoothing condensers
in ord.er to overcome the possibilitj, of back-coupling, and for this purpose a 36ptr' condenser
is used.. In ad.dition a l0 H. choke is connecterl in the positive lead in order to reduce the
frequency at which resona,nce occurs in the circuit comprising the smoothing condenser alrd
the ilductance of the machine, actually to a value of about Sc/s which is safely below any
modulation frequency in use. It also assists in the suppression of current surges in the
event of the H.T. arcing to earth, such as can occur due to a valve going soft, break-down
of insulation, or II.X'. flash-over. The variation in volt,age across the smoothing choke,
if applied to the Intermed.iate H.F. Amplifier, would, however, have an appreciable elTect
,poo thut stage, resulting in partial demod.ulation. Steps are therefore taken to decouple
the H.T. supply to the ' B ' unit by the inclusion of a I00 I[ choke in the positive lead, shunted
to earth by a 6rF condenser. A series resistance of 500 ,f) is also provided in order to damp
the choke and condenser circuit and also to limit the current surge in the event of a flash-arc
occurring in one of the C.A.M. 3 valves.

Spare Valves-One spare valve is provided in each 'C' unit a,nd may be switched into
circuit in the event of failure of one of the valves in service. A filament rheostat is provided
for the spare valve so that the voltage can be applied gradually in order to avoid damaging
the flIament by subjecting it to the surge of current that would result if the full voltage were
applied while it was still cold, the resistance of the fiIament when cold being much smaller
than when it is hot. The switching of the grid and anode connections is interlocked with
the filament r[eostat handwhee] so that these circuits are not completed until the fllament
voltage has been adjusted to its normal working value. This operation, however, does not
take the faulty valve out of circuit, and in the event of failure of a valve it is, therefore,
necessa,ry to shut dowrr the transmitter so that tlris may be dque,
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Input Circuit-Peaks of grid current occur every H.I'. cycle when the grids in each 'C'
unit become positive. The errergy to supply these o flicks' of current is provided by the
energy stored up in the grid coupling corrdenser ' U' (Fig. 5) and in the secondary circuit
tuning condensers 'V'in the particular'C'unit. The greater pa.rt is provided by the grid
coupling condensers 'U,' tlte capacity of which is made sufiiciently large for the purpose.
If the capacity were too small the peaks of H.X'. grid current would be clipped and serious

amplitude distortion would result.
As explained in the description of the Drive Stage on page 6, there wiII be a uni-directional return flow of grid current towards the grids, via the H.X'. choke, in order to recharge
the coupling condenser. Due to the smoothing action of the choke it will have a steady
value so long as the set is unmodulated. During modulation, however, the value of the current
will vary at the modulation frequency, but as mentioned above, the L.F. component is bypassed by the 50pF condenser connected across the grid bias voltage supply.
The alternative forms of the H.F. input circuit have already been described under
' Intermediate H.F. Amplifi,er.'
In the arrangement shown in X'igure 5 the drife t,o the two 'C' units can be equalised
by adjusting the amount of secondary tuning capacity included in the two units., adding
capacity (No. 37, X'ig. f4) across one grid circuit and removing an equal amount from across
the other in order to leave the total capacity in the tuned circuit unafiected. The drive
to the stage can be adjusted either by varying the coupling between the primary and secondary
tuned circuits in the output of the Intermediate H.X'. Amplifier, or by varying the output
coupling of the Modulated Amplifier. It should be observed however: that tightening of the
Intermediate H.X'. Amplifier output coupling only results in increased output up to a certain
point beyond which the reduction of the impedance into which the vah,es work results in a
loss of efficiency and the valves merely dralv a higher feed without increase of output. In
practice therefore the Intermediate H.F. Amplifier is always wotked rvith the maximum
permissible H.tr'. input from the Modulated Amplifier.
In the arrangement shown in tr'igure 5A, the driving voltages applied to the two 'C'
units are fixed, as explained above, by suitable adjustment of the condensers ' 7'included
in the 'C' units. In both cases the circuit must be retuned when the coupling is altered.

Output Circuit-The anode blocking condensers associated with the valyes in each ' C'
unit are paralleled on the side remote from the anode and the common leads from the 'C'
units are connected to opposite ends of the output-closed-circuit inductance 'a' (X'ig. 5).
The closed-circuit oapacity consists of two air condensers, ' 6 '' in series, with their common
point earthed, each shunted by a variable oil condenser, 'd.' The latter are used in
conjunction with the inductance tappings for tuning the circuit in t'he normal manner for
maximum circulating current and minimum total feed, and also for equalising the load on
the two sides of the push.pull stage so as to obtain an exact balance of H.X'. peak volts on
each side of the circuit with respect to the earthed centre point.
(Continue on, Page. l7l
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Neutrodyning is efiected by connecting from the grid bus bar in each of the 'C' units
to the closed-circuit anode tap of the other 'C' unit, via the balancing condenser, and a
resistance which ba,lances the anti-short wave resistances in the anode ]eads to each of the
valves in the unit.
The coupling between the feeder Line and the closed circuit is effected by means of a
tightly coupled winding, 'e', wound over the main inductance. It would, of course, be
possible to tap the feeder directly on to the closed-circuit inductance, but since the coil is
earthy at its centre point, great care would be necessary to ensure that each leg of the feedor
was tapped exactly the same distance along the coil on each side of the earthy point otherwise
the feeder would be unbalanced and serious losses would result. Furthermore, this arrange-

ment would not provide the step-up in voltage which in practice is required.

it

is properly terminated at its distal end (i.e. the end further
from the transmitter), may be regarded as a non-reactive resistance, shunted across the
tapping on the coil, having a value etlual to the characteristic impedance of the line. This
characteristic impedance is a property dependent upon the distributed inductance and
capacity in the line and is determined by the method of construr:tion, that is to say, by the
dimensions and spacing of the conductors. Its yalue is independent of the length of the
[ne. The value is approximately 530 ohms in the case of a transmission line of the usual
open-wire t5zpe, and about 80 ohms in the case of a transmission line of the concentric tubular
The feeder line, provid.ed

construction.

The load placed by the transmission line on the output stage of the radio transmitter
will vary according to the number of turns of the outer coil across which the feeder is tapped,
such variations having the effoct of varying bhe mutual coupling between the closed-circuit
inductance and the coupling coil, and thus the load impedance into which the valves work.
ff the number of turns across which the feeder is tapped is large, the load impedance wilt be
small and for a given value of output H.F. voltage the amount of power transferred to the
feed.er will be rela,tively large. Conversely if the number of turns is small and the output
voltage is maintained at the same vahre, a relatively small amount of power will be transferted
to the feeder line.
An H.F. choke with one side earthed is connected to one end of the closed-circuit capacity,
and another to the centre point of the coupling coil, in order to provide leakage paths to earth

for induced static

charges.

H.F. Circuit Meters-Two peak voltmeters are provided in each 'C' unit, one connected
across the grid circuit ancl the other across the anode circuit, and an electrostatic voltrneter,
adjusted to give direct roadings of the percentage of modula,tion, is connected in the ' D'
unit across a coil loosely coupled to the output-closod-circuit inductance. The instruments
associated with these circuit,s, which are described later, are mounted on the ' D' unit.
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tr'i$ure 6. Diaf,rarn Illustrating Conditions for Linear Operation of Final H.f,'. Amplifier.
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Conditions for Linear Operation-It has been found that the best operating cond.ition
for the C.A.T.6 valves is with their grids biassed to 150 volts negative, in which case. with
10,000 vr-rlts on the anode and with the grid unexcited, the anode current is about 0.4 A.
A small standing anode current is retained because it is found that if the valve were
biassed actually to " cut-off," like a true half -wave rectifier, the non-linearity due to the bottom
bend of the anode-voltage-grid-voltage A.C. characteristic of the valve would. introd.uce
audio-frequency distortion into the output modulated wave. But although by reducing
the grid bias so as to leave a small standing anode current in the unexcited condition an
improvement in linearity is obtained, this is accompanied by a reduction in the conversion
efficiency which would be quite considerable if the process were carried too far. In practice
a satisfactory working compromise is obtained for the majority of valves if the standing
anode current is adjusted to a value of 0.3-0.4 of the mean value of the anode current irr
the excited condition.
A typical amplitude characteristic for a valve operated under these conditions is shown
in n'i$ure 6. From this it will be seen that the H.n'. output voltage, or back e.m.f. in the
anode circuit, will be proportional to the grid excitation voltage for peak values of output
II.tr'. voltage only up to about 80 per cent of the D.C. voltage applied to the anode. The
reason for this is that the anode A.C. potential is I80' out of phase with the grid A.C. potential,
so that when the grid is most positive the anode will be least positive, and when the grid.
positive peak voltage approximates to the depressed value of the anode voltage, the grid
begins to rob the anode and to draw an unduly high proportion of the emission current.
The maximum anode excursion must, therefore, not be allowed to exceed 0.8 of the
anode D.C. voltage. Consequently, if provision is to be made for 100 per cent. mod.ulation,
the value of the output H.X'. peak voltage in the unmodulated condition must not be allowed
t,o exceed half this value or 0.4 of the anode D.C. voltage. If, however, the maximum
percentage of modulation is restricted to less than 100 per cent a higher value of output H.X'.
peak voltage in the unmodulated condition can be used. This is illustrated in n'igure 6
which shows, for comparison, working values for the output H.F. peak voltage for 100 per
cent and 8O per cent maximum modulation, subjoct to the foregoing consid.erations of
distortionless operation. n
In general terms, if V" is the output peak II.tr'. voltage in the unmodulated condition,
and if K is the coefficient o{ modulation, such that l00K equals the maximum percentage
of modulation for which pro^vision is to be made, then the peak value of output II.n'. voltage
during modulation will be V. (1 * K) and since this must not exceed 0.8 V", where V" is
the anode D.C. voltage, we have

^
'c
(It will

0.8V

- I+r

be observed that the peak value

(1)

V. equals
t9

1/2Yc,, where

Y. is the R.M.S. value.)
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Ecam,pl,e.-Eor I00 per cent, maximum modulation with 10,000 volts H.T. on the anode,
we have I( : I and Va : 10,000, so that Vc : 4,000. This means that the transmitter must
be adjrxted for 4,000 output, II.X'. peak volts in tho unmodulatod carrier condition. Clearly,
howover, for values of anode D.C, voltago greator than 10,000, or for maximum percentages of
modulation loss than I00 per cent, Iargor values of output II.F. peak voltago can be used.

When the transmitter is being driven hard the a,node current taken by the va,Ives of

C' units consists of flicks of anode current during the H.n'. half cycles when
the giid excitation voltage swings positive, but there wiII be practically no anode current
when the grids become negative during the succeeding half cycles. If the transmitter is
not being modulated, the flicks of anode current will all be equal, as shown in Figure 78,
and the feed meter will read the average current value shown, as if it were a steady DrC.
When the transmitter is modulated, the grid excita,tion voltage changes from an II.F.
alternating potential of steady amplitude into a modulated H.F. potential rising during one
half cycle of modulation to twice the amplitude in the unmodulated carrier condition, if
100 per cent. modulation is applied (see n'ig. 7A), and falling during the succeeding modulation
half cycle tozero. The flicks of anode current.(see Fig.7C) wiII no longer all be equal as in
the unmodulated condition but will vary in amplitude. The mean anode current resulting
from the summation of all the H.F. flicks (see Fig. 7C) follows the peak values and is thus a
D.0. varying at modulation frequencies between values of twice the carrier moan cnrrent
and almost zero (at 100 per cent. modulation). The anode current meter however reads
the mean value of the current over the L.F. cycle, which will be the same as the mean value
read by it in the unmodulated carrier condition. The meter, therefore, will not flick on
modulation except when 100 per cent. modulation is reached, when it will flick up slightly
owing to the presence in the anode cfucuit of the small standing anode current remaining
during the L.X'. negative half cycles. This however is scarcely noticeable.
In a true half-wave rectifier the relationship between the peak and mean values of
anode curent is ?r/I, but in the case under consideration, where there is a standing anode
current at, zeto excitation of approximately 0.3 of the mean value, this ratio becomes of the
order of 3.1/1. At 100 per cent. modulation the peak va,lue of the anode cuffent is double
that in the unmodulated condition and the actual ratio of peak to mean values therefore
rises to approximately 6.211. Since provision has also to be made for grid current, the
transmitter is designed to be operated in such a way that the mean working anode current
per valve will not be greater than l/7th of the maximum emission of which the filament is
capable. It is, however, important to see tha,t the correct voltage is maintained across
the fiIament in order to ensure that it will be run at the proper temperature, otherwise, due
to insufficient fiIament emission, the drop in the amplitude curve will occur earlier, as shown
in the dotted line at 'B,' X'igure 6, and distortion will result.
It should be observed that for very small H.n'. inputs, that is to say, when the grid
peak voltage approaches the value of the grid bias, the conditions discussed above no longer
hold, as the valve, instead of functioning as a rectifier, becomes conductive over the greater
part of the H.F. cycle.
each of the '
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It can be shown that the efficiency of

conversion from D.C.

to A.C. for the

stage is

given by the expression,
0.78f,.
va

y 100

(2)

t
' : 1'9'Y919E}L
D.C. Powor fnput

Thus, Conversion Efficienoy

: Y" x Ia,

but D.C. Power Input

an. A.c. powor output

where

so that, A.C. Powor

V. is the D.C,

aaode vol0age and

I" is the

mean anodo curront.

:k"*

* r,.*::i;fi,i;,ru:#:J.",:;#Hffiffi:
in tho unmoduloted carrier condition.

.(The produot is divided by 2 because
the valve is coaduotive only over half
the E.F. oyclo.)

but wo know that

roo

i. :3.II"
3.rr^+.

Output

--

Substituting those values for A.C. Power Output and D.C. Power Input in the original expression,
we

havo,

A
A
: 3:lr'v" x 100 : 0+Y9- x
"
Va
4rava

convoreion Efficiencv
Eaa,m4tle.

If $" oquals

4,000 and

Y.

I00.

equals 10,000, we obtain 31 por cont. as the efficieucy

of conversion, ft may bo obsorved that this is an average value and that during modulation
themaximumslflminimrrrnvaluosof efiicioncyobtainodwillberespectively (l + K) a,nd(f '- K.)

timeg the moan value. At 100 per cent modulation, therofore, the poak ofiicioncy will tre twice
the mean value, or 62 per oent.

The A.C. Power Output is given by the expression,

W-4V"I,

(3)

w: v=i:j.z 2z

(4)

where V. is the anodo D.C. voltage a,nd Ia is the mean va,lue of the a,node current,.
It is also given by tho expression,

wlnere Z is

tho load impedance into which the valves work, the value of which is determined

by the setting of the feeder coupling adjustment,.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
tr"inal H.F. Amplifier (Contd,)
It will be seen from (2) that the efiiciency of conversion is proportional to the carrier
peak volts. In order to conserve pow'er therefore it is desirable always to work the transmitter
with the output peak voltage at the maximum value consistent with distortionless peak

modulation. In practice, whatever the power output required from the transmitter, the
output peak voltage is always maintained at a constant value and the necessary condition is
obtained by suitable adjustment of the feeder coupling and of the drive (input peak voltage)
applied to the final stage.
The transference of power from the primary circuit into the feeder takes place by means
of the mutual inductance between the primary and secondary circuits, or, in other words,
by means of the coupling between the two coils. The coupling may be altered either by
varying the number of turns of the primary inductance included in circuit or by varying the
number of turns of the secondary across which the feeder is tapped. The former adjustment
is used principally for tuning the last stage of the transrnitter, in order to ohtain a predetermined value of primary-closed-circuit current. The latter adjustment is used for
controlling the degree of coupling so as to enable a greater or Iess amount, of power to be
trans{erred from the circuits in the ' D ' unit'to the feeder line. If the number of turns
included in the secondary circuit is increased, the efiect will be to lower the peak voltage
in the last stage. In order to restore this to its original value, the output closed circuit must
be retuned and the drive increased, but the result of these adjustments will be that too much
power will be radiated. Decreasing the number of turns across which the {eeder line is tapped
will have the opposite effect and v'ill result in a rise in the output peak voltage. Irr this case
if the output circuit is retuned and the drive reduced in order to restore the correet value
of peak voltage, too little pow-er u,ill be transferred to the feeder.

Aerial and Aerial Coupling Circuits
In a properly terminated transmission line there is no enelg,v radiated and practically
none dissipated except that due to I2R losses in the conductors and dielectric losses in the
insulators. But unless the feeder line is correctly terminated in a circuit equivalent to a
resistance equal to its own characteristic impedance, it will be unable to accopt the whole of
the energy from the line, and as a result of repeated reflections of energy to and lro from each
end the efiiciency of the line will be impaired. Eurthermore, due to the addition of the
voltages of the reflected waves with those of the wave being transmitted in the forward
direction, standing waves will form in the transmission line, and if its length approximates
to an exact multiple or sub-multiple of the wavelength, these standirlg waves wiII build up
to a considerable amplitude due to resonance. Energy will therefore be radiated by the
transmission Line in exactly the same way as it is from the aerial itself, which from the
theoretical standpoint, can be treated simply as an operr-circuited feeder line. I'rom the
practical point of view however the most serious aspect, o{ mis-matching between the feeder
line and the aerial c.oupling circuits is not the loss of efficiency but the possibility of dangerous
gtresses being built up in the insulators at various points. 'Iherefore although a slight mis"
23
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(Contil,)

match is not a serious fault the matched condition is always worked to as nearly as possible
in ord.er to standardise the currents and voltages in the various parts of the circuit.
A uniform aerial has a natural wavelength approximately four times its physical length,
and if the wavelength to be transmitted is equal to the natural wavelength of the aerial
the latter is known as a 'quarter-wavelength' aerial. An aerial will, however, also resonate

harmonics of its fundamental frequency or; in other words, at sub-multiples of its
fundamental wavelength. If the natural wavelength of the aerial is made twice the trans, mitted wavelength, the aerial is known as a ' half-wavelength ' aerial because its electrical
Iength is then half the transmitted wavelength. Experiment has shown that this type of
aerial is more suitable for medium wave working than the quarter-wavelength type hecause
it favours the ground wave at, the expense of the indirect warres and thus leads to a greater
fading-free service area.
An ideal half-wave aerial would consist of a single vortical self-supporting wire half a
wavelength long. In practice, however, means must be provided for supporting it, and steel
structures are almost invariably used. Currents are induced in these when the aerial is
energised, and as a consequence the horizontal polar diagram may be somewhat distorted.
Although the general practice is to operate with the mast insulated, it is found in certain
cases, depending upon the wavelength used, that a horizontal polar diagram approximating
more nearly to a circle is obtained with the mast earthed.
At Brookmans Park for both trnasmitters, and at Moorside Edge and Westerglen for
the Regional transmitter in each c&se, a 'T' aerial is used, consisting of a flat top with a
central downlead. This aerial has a fundamental wavelength approximately 4.5 times the
physical Iength, which comprises the horizontal down-lead and half the horizontal top hamper.
At Westerglen for the National transmitter, and at Washford Cross for both transmitters,
a 'round the rnast' aerial is used consisting of tlrree approximately verbical half-wave elements
symmetrically grouped round a common mast and having al, the bottom horizontal portions
representing about a quarter of i.he total length. These are aII fed in parallel.* The arrangernent is in efiect a half-wave aerial in which the effect of the mast on the polar diagram is
balarrced out. The National transmitter at Moorside Edge has a twin vertical half-wave aerial
and the Midland Regional transmitter at Droitwich uses a single half-wave vertical aerial
with an identical reflector at a distance of half a wavelength from it,, fed 90o out of phase
with the aerial. The object of the reflector is to intensify the radiation towards the North

at

East.

Figure 8 shows the theoretical distribution of current and voltago in a half-wavelength
aerial. It will be seen from this that at the base the current is small and the voltage large.
n'urthermore the current and voltage are in phase, that is to say, there is no reactance

component. The aerial therefore behaves like a pure resistance which has a value ranging
between 1,000 and 3,000 ohms, depending upon its physical construction.
*This combination is somotimos described as an ' umbrella ' aorial but this description is inaccurate. A truo umbrella aerial consists of a vertical down-lead with a number of inclined radial ele'
montg connected at its top, and is a development of the multi-conductor guartor-wave ' T ' aerial25
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The method of tuning tho aerial is determined entirely by consideration of tho electrical
constants of the aerial itsel{. Some are tuned with a series condenser, some with a series
inductance only, whiJe others have a parallel circuit containing both capacity and inductance.
Where a series condenser only is used a D.C. Ieakage path to earth must be provided in order
to prevent the aerial from becoming charged by static accumulations, and for this purpose
the aerial is connected to earth via an inductance tho value of which is made very high so
that it will not afiect the tuning. To protect the aerial circuits in the event of the aerial
being directly struck by lightning a horn gap is also provided, connected between the aerial
and earth.

Except

in the case of the Regional transmitter at

Brookmans Park, where an

experimental capacitative coupling arranged for a concentric feeder is used, magnetic coupling
is always employed between the feeder line and the aerial. The arrangement thus consists
of a transformer with both the primary and secondary circuits tuned and with the feeder
line connected across the primary. A typical arrangement, using a parallel circuit for tuning
tho aerial, is shown in Figure 9A. The equivalent circuit is given in X'igure 98, in which
LC is the tuned secondary circuit with R-o, th6 resistance of the aerial shunted across it,
and LrCs the tuned primary with Re the load due to the aerial, refered through the coupling

into the primary circuit, shunted across it.
In designing the circuits, the resonance curve of the whole has to be considered, and
it is desirable to get this curve as flat as possible, in order that the response of the aerial to
sideband frequencies shall be equal to the response at the carrier frequency.
If vory looso coupling wero omployed the rosonanco cnrve for the whole would resomble
'a,' Figure 10, and tho rosponso at l0 k/cs on oithor side would be less than at the carrier
froquency.

it nocessitates a large current and voltage
consequent difficulties of design, danger of flash-over, and heavy

Looso coupling is also undosirablo because

in the primory circuit, with

losses. Very tight coupling on tho other hand would result in the 'double-hump' condition,
shown by curve 'b' in which the sidoband roBponse ai l0 k/cs is greator than at the carrier

froquency.

As both of these conditions are undesirable, the coupling is adjusted in practice to an
intermodiato condition just before the double-hump begins fo a,ppear, shown by 'c' irr which,
tho rosonanco curvo of tho aorial and its associatod circuit is flat over quite a large frequoncy baud.
The distortion introducod by ovor or under coupling within the limits possible in a Rogional
transmittor ig not serious, sinco tho transmitted band, i.o., approximately 20 kfca, is small
compared with the radiatod froquoncy. In the caso, however, of a long wavo transmitter such
as the National transmitter at Droifwich, where the ratio of tho transmitted band to tho carrier
froquoncy is approximately f/f0, special means have to be taken to ensure that the coupling is
set at the conect value,

it is possible to vary L, over wide limits and still obtain critical
by
suitable
coupling
adjustment. The primary current, however, will change with the
in
the
value
va,riation
of Lr, increasing as L, is reduced. Consequently, if L1 were made
sma,ll
the
would
rise to a value so high that it would be impracticable to design
very
current
practice, therefore, a yalue of L, is chosen such that the
inductance
to
it.
In
an
carry
Reverting to tr'igure 9A,

\

primary current has some rea,sonable value, say, 50 amperes.
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The capacity in the aerial primary closed circuit is arranged as three condensers in
is connected across the centre one, designated C1, the value of
with the circuit in turre at critical coupling the impedance into
which the feeder line works wiII have a value of between 500 and 600 ohms, that is to say,
approximately the same as its own characteristic impedance. The remaining closed-circuit
capacity is made up of two equal condensers C, placed one in each side of the circuit so as
series, and the feeder line
which is chosen such that

to

preserve

its

symmetry.

The aerial circuit will be in tune when the total reactance of the aerial and its tuning
circuit is zero, that is to say, when the impedance is a minimum. Referring to X'igure gC,
if V, is the voltage induced into the aerial circuit and I. the aerial current, the impedance
rrill be a minimum when the ratio I./V, is a maximum ; but if I, is the primary-,.lloeed-circuit
current and M the mutual inductance betw-een the primary and secondary circuits, then
Vr : 2z.fMlz : oMIs. Now or and M are constant during the operation of turring the
aerial circuit so that V. will be directly proportional to Ir. The a,erial circuit impedance
rvill thercfore be ., minimum when the ra,tio Ir7I, is a, maximum.
The primary closed circuit will be in tune wheu the ratio of the feeder volts, V, (or
volts across the closed circuit, Vr) to the feeder current I, is a maximum. If the closed-circuit
ammeter is in the inductive leg of the circuit and indicates a current I2, the voltage across
the closed circuit will be given by Y r: alrlr, and since ,Lr is constant the closed-circuit
ammeter is in efiect a voltmeter. Therefore, if I, is the cunent in the feeder line (average
of the two meter readings), the closed-circuit impedance will be a maximum when Ir/I, is a
maximum. Under these conditions the wattless current in the inductive leg of the closed
circuit will be equal and opposite to the wattless current in the capacitative leg, consequently
the culrent in the feeder will be at unity power factor.
As explained above, the closed circuit is initially lined up on installation so that with
the aerial and closed circuits in tune and with the correct degree of coupling between them,
the impedance into which the feeder line works is approximately the same as its own charaeter-

istic

impedance.

The process of tuning therefore consists in fi.rst getting the aerial and closed circuits
approximately in tune, simply by tuning t,o maximum current in both circuits. The aerial
circuit is then brought into tune by adjusting the aerial circuit capacity, or variometer where
neither a series condenser nor a parallel circuit is used, to give the maximum value of the
ratio Ir/Ir. This will not, necessarily occur when the aerial current I, is a maximum. The
primary closed circuit is next, brought into tune by equal adjustment of the cond.ensers C,
to make the ratio IrlI, a maximum. X'inally, the coupling is adjusted so as to make the
impedance terminating the feeder line, and given by Vs/Is, have a value of between 500 and
600 ohms. The value of V, can either be obtained by connecting a peak voltmeter across the
transmission line and by dividing the reading by t/2, or it can be calculated from R,: W/I3,
where W is the power in watts delivered from the ' D ' unit to the feeder line and is obtai4ed
in the manner previously descrit-red, and I, is the average of the readings of the meters in the
28
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two sides of tho cirouit. This adjustment will affect the conditions at the transmitter, i.e.,
loosening the coupling will raise the peak volts and drop the feed, and vice versa. The
adjustment of peak volts should be effected by tapping on the feeder coil in the 'D' unit.
Inoreasing the turns lowers tho peak volts and increases the anode current for a given drive,
Yg, and vice versa.

A.C. Circuit Meters
The instruments provided for checking the A.C. performance of the transmitter are

follows:-

as

'B' amplif.er and indicating on a logarithmic scale the L.X'. voltago input applied
to the transmitter.
Input Peak Voltmeters connected &cross the grid circuits of the ' C' units and
indicating the average value of II.X'. peak voltage applied
to the fi.nal stag-e.
Output Peak Yoltmeters connected across the anode circuits of the 'C' units and
indicating the average value of H.F. peak voltage developed
in the output of the transmitter.
Electrostatic Voltmeter connected in the ' D' unit and indicating the II.X'. voltage
present and the percentage of modulation.
The 'C' unit input and output peak voltmeters are relatively slow in rosponding to
changes in the II.X'. peak voltage during modulation. They are not, however, intended to
be used for checking the modulation but for lining up the output stage of the transmitter
on unmodulated carrier. The electrostatic voltmeter in the 'D' unit indicates the value
of the output H.X'. voltage corresponding to the modulation actually applied and provides
a direct check on the percentage of modulation. The meter readily follows the modula,tion
peak values but falls back fairly slowly.
The circuit of the anode and grid peak voltmeters in the ' C ' units is shown in n'igure IIA.
A type MR,.4 diode valve is used to rectify the alternating H.F. potential applied across it
via the anode blocking condenser. As the result of the rectification the condenser receives
a negative charge equal, or approximately equal, to the peak voltage of the applied e.m.f.,
and this is allowed to leak away through a high resistance ' R,,' in series with which is connected
a D.C. rtrilliammeter. A choke and by-pass condenser are included in the circuit to prevent
any H.F. from getting into the resistance. The value of the current flowing through the
resistance is proportional to the voltage to which the condenser is charged, and the meter
may therefore be calibrated accordingly. It should be noted that the calibration dopends
to some extent on the fllament voltage of the diode, which therefore needs periodically to be
checked and if necessa,ry readjusted. The meter is located on the 'D' unit and is shunted
with a protective gap, which prevents the resistance from taking up the potential of the anode
condenser should the earth connection be broken or develop a high resistance, and to protect
Programme Meter

connected across the output of the
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
A.C. Circuit Meters (Cofiil)
the meter and its associatod wiring in the caso of failure or aocidontal short-circuiting of the
anode blocking condenser.
The circuit of the eloctrostatic voltmoter is shown in X'iguro 11B. A type MR.4 diode
valvo is used to rectily the a,ltornating E.X'. potontial applied &cross it via a small coil magnetically coupled to the output closed-circuit inductance in the 'D' unit. As the rosult
ELeclqloglA'ilc
VOLTN'IE'EII O\I

Fig. lf (A). Anode and Grid
Peak Voltrneters ('C ' Unlts)

Fig. tf

(B).

Electrostatic Voltrneter

('D'Unit).

of the rectification, the anode blocking condenser acquires a negative charge equal, or
voltapproximately equal, to the peak voltage of the applied e.m.f., and the electrostatic
meter shunted across the condenser gives a reading proportional to the D.C. voltage of the
resistance
anode below earth potential. The charge is allowed to leak away to earth via the

R,, the value of which determines the rate at which the voltmeter needle will fall back
after flicking up to the peak values. The meter reads from 0-2,000 volts and the instrument
is calibrahJ by adjusting the input coupling so that in the unmodulated carrier condition
the meter reads I,000 volts. wnu., modulation is applied, therefore, it will read 1,000
(I + K) volts, where 'K', is the coefiicient of modulation and l00K equals the peroentage of
.

modulation.

the
The instruments used for measuring current in the various II.x'. circuits are all of
feeder
two
and
the
ammeter
closed-circuit
the
of
case
in
the
thermocouple type. Except
,D, unit, and the primary closed circuit and aerial circuit, ammeters in the
ammeters io tU"
cases
aeriel transformer house, the thermocouple is contained in the meter housing. In the

avoids the necessity
mentioned., the thermocouple is external to the meter, a,n arrangernent which

for long leads carryiog H.r. The leads connecting the meter in circuit carry only D'c'
30
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.A' UNIT
Layout and Construction
This unit contains the Drive, Separator, Modulated Amplifi.er, Modulator and Submodulator valves together with their associated II.F. circuits and grid bias control and
smoothing apparatus. Ail the valves in this urrit are air-cooled.
The interior of the cubicle is divided into four main compartments by sheet aluminium
partitions strengthened by angle-iron frame-work, each of these compartments being subdivided into two by a vertical duralumin panel situated at roughly hal{ the depth of the
cubicle. The front of each compartment is closed by a screening door of woven brass strip
with approximately I' mesh and an outer door of plate glass designed to exclude dust. The
back of each compartment is closed by a door of sheet aluminium. Each of the metal
doors is locked by a simple locking device which is so arranged that one handle operates the
iocks for two adjacent doors. In addition, all four doors are controlled by a safety-switch
which is connected in the transmitter interlocking circuit. The glass doors are locked
independently and are not controlled by the gafety-switch.
As has been stated, the two transmitters of a twin-wave station are not identical since
they are installed with their corresponding units facing one another, and in order to avoid
the crossing of important inter-stage H.X'. connections inside and outside the unit, the layoirt
of the stages in the 'A' unit will difier for the two transmitters. In one, the bottom lefthand compartment contains the Drive stage, the bottom right-hand compartment the Separator, the top right-hand compartment the Modulated Amplifler and the top left-hand
compartment the Modulator and Sub-modulator stages. In the alternative arrangement,
the Drive stage is in the bottom right-hand compartment, the Separator stage in the
bottom left-hand compartment, the Modulated Amplifier in the top left-hand compartment
and the Modulator and Sub-modulator in the top right hand compa,rtment.
Each stage is entirely self-contained within its own compartment and inter-connections
between stages are led through porcelain bushes let into the partition. The front compartment
of each stage contains the valves, filament resistances, meters, and tuning inductances which
require observation or adjustment. The remaining components are situated in the corresponding rea,r compartment, those that require adjustment while the transmitter is running
being controlled by horizontal shafts which run through the centre panel and screen doors.
Each shaft is terminated by a hand-wheel behind which is fitted an engraved metal scale.
The various meters are mounted on glass insulating supports in the front of each compartment,
where they are readily visible.
A spare valve is provided for each stage, the working and spare valves being mounted
side by side in valve holders fixed to the duralumin panel. Each spare valve is switched into
circuit by a four-pole change-over switch mounted in the rear compartment and operated
from the front of the unit by means of a plunger which is connected to the shaft of the switch
by cranks and connecting rods. The spare valve may, therefore, be switched into circuit
and the working valve isolated without opening up the panel.
3l
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.A' UNIT
Meters and Controls
Mete,rs.
Controls,
Stage
Yal,ae.
*Anode Yolts.
D.E.T.2
Yariablelnductance(coarsetuning)
Drive
One working and X'ilament Yolts. Fine Tuning Condenser.
Anode Current. Neut. Condenser.
one spare.
Closod-circuit tDrive-SelJ Osc Switch.
Curent.
tPre-set Reaction Condenser.
IYalve Change-over Switch.
X'ilament Yolts. Variable Inductance (tuning).
D.E.M.Z
Separator One working and Anode Current. Neut. Condenser.
one spare.
Closed-circuit Grid Bias Potentiometer.
Current.
IYaIve Change-over Switch.
Grid Current.
*Anode Volts.
Primary Closed-circuit Tuning
D.E.T.3
Modulated One working and I'ilament Volts.
Condenser.
Anode Current. Output Closed-circuit Tuning
Amplifier.
one spare.
Condenser.
Grid Currert.
Primary Closed- Output Coupling Coil
circuit Current. Neut. Condenser.
Output Closed- lYalve Change-over Switch.
circuit Current.
D.E.T.2
Filament Volts. Grid Bias Potentiometer.
Sub-modulator. One working and Anode Current. IValve Change-over Switch.
one spare.

M.T.9L.
and
one spare.

Filament Yolts. Grid Bias Potentiometer.
Anode Cwrent. lYalve Change-over Switch.
Grid Current.
*Modulation L.I'.
Output Volts.
*These rnetexe ore located, oru the top panel om the
Jront oJ the 'A' unit,

Modulator.

One working

tThese comtrols are nxorttlteil ,i,m the rear cornpartment.
*llhe controts Jor these switches are mounted, on the Jronl. oJ the unit.

Circuit Components
Cornponent.
Anode stabilising

resistance.

Typticol
Ref. No.
(Xig. 12) Working Value.

DRIVE

Remailcs

STAGE.

89

I00

ohms.

L.N,.T. and L.R.T.

24 ohms.
Anode II.F. choke.
Anode decoupling condenser.

4
2

0.0038

l.0ptr'.
32

I{. or 0.0019 H.
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A' UNIT.

Circuit Components

(Contd)

Ref. No.
Cornponents. (Iig. 12)

Ty.pi,cal

Working

Valu,e.

Remarlcs.

DRIVE SI'AGD (Contd')
Grid

7

leak.

100,000

ohms.

N.N.T. and N.R.T.
200,000 ohms.

Grid bias

potentiometer.

2,000

+

10,000

ohms. N.N.T. and N.R,.T.
200,000 ohms.

Grid bias decoupling condenser.
X'ilament C/T shunt resistance.
X'ilament voltage adjusting resis-

l.0,uF.

6

24 ohms.
2.2 ohms each

leg

L.N.T. and L.R,.T. only.

tances.

9 0.001pF.
l0 6-0.0022pF. in
L.N.T. and L.Ii,.T.
series' (equivalent, 0.0008t.cF., 0.003pF. and
total 0.0004pX'.) 0.00tlpF in series (total

Anode blocking condenser.
Closed.circuit condenser.

0.0004pF.)

ll

fixed
condenser.
Closed-circuit, inductance.

Additional closed-circuit

X'ine tuning condenser

Neut. condenser

Not in circuit at present

at any transmitter.

12 l65ltH.

Total value.

(Variable). 93

(Variable).

According to wavelength.

8 0.00007pF.

Varying for difierent
transmitters-

Balancing

95 I00 ohms.

resistance

additioual reaction

condenser.

ii 0.00007pn,.

None at L.N.T., W.N.T.,

w'R'-T-

(Yariable).

condenser. i 0.001pF.
D.X'. cable termination circuit iv 250 ttIJ..
External drive ooupling

--r

Accotding to wavelength.
According to wavelength.

inductance.

D.tr'. cable termination circuit

iii

0.00017rtF.

According to wavelength.

condenser. (Variable).
SDPARATOR STAGE.
Anode stabilizing

resistance.

90

100

ohms.

L.N.T. 24 ohms, L.R..T.
none.

Anode H.F.

23
dropping resistance. 96

choke.

Anode voltage

0.0038

IL

or 0.0019 H.

25,000 ohms.
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A ' UNIT.
Circuit Components

(Conkl)

Re!.

Components.

No.

Typical

([i,g. L2) Working Volue.

Rernarks.

SEPARATOR STAGE (Contd')
Anode H.X'. by-pass condenser. 22 0.0lt F.
16 0.001i.F.
Grid blocking condenser.
17 0.0038 H. or 0.0019 H.
Grid bias H.n'. choke.
Grid bias smoothing condenser. 18 5.0/rF.
Grid bias adjusting potentiometer. l9 2,400 ohms.
20 20 H.
Grid bias smoothinq choke.
Filament C/T shunt resistance. 26 24 ohms.
Filament adjusting resistance. 28 2.2 ohms each leg.
Yarying for difierent
33 0.00008rr,F.
Neut. condenser. (Variable).
transmitters.

95 I00 ohms,
29 0.00Ir.F'..
tuning condenser. 30 6-0.0022ptr' in
series (total
0.0004r,tr'.)

Balancing resistancg.
Anode blocking condenser.
Closed-circuit

L.N.T. and
0.0008t

F.,

0.0011ptr'

L.R,.T.
0.0031,F.,

in series (total

0.0004pn'.)

Additional closed-circuit fixed con-

31

Closed-circuit

32

denser.
inductance

Anode stabilizing

Not in circuit at present
at any transmitter.
(total value).

L65trIJ.

MODULATDD AMPLITIDR STAGE.
Not at L.N.T., N.N.T.,
91 I00 ohms.
L.R.T. and N.B,.T.
68 0.0038 H. or 0.0019 H.

resistance.

Anode H.n'. choke.
Anode H.F. by-pass condenser.
Anode voltage dropping resistance.

Shunt condenser for 49
Grid stabilising resistance.

67
49
50

0.00021,F.
11,000 ohms.

6.0pF.

100

ohms.

L.N.T., N.N.T.,

and

L.R.T. only.
Grid leak.
Grid blocking condenser.
Filament C/T shunt resistance.
Filament adjusting resistance.
Anode blocking

condensel

37
36
72
73
74

25,000 ohms.
0.0011,F.

24 ohms'
1.4 ohms each

leg.

L.N.T. and

I

L.R.T.,
ohm each leg.

0.0002,uF.
(Conlinue on page 35)
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A

'

UNIT.

Circuit Components

(Contil)

Ref. No.
Typi,cal
(Ii,g. 12) Working Value.

Components.

MODULATDD AMPLIIIER BTAGE

Closed-circuit

76177

condenser.

Remarlcs

(Contd,)

Depending onwavelength.

and Neut.

(Variable). 78
(Variable). 79 0.00007pF.

Fine tuning condenser.

Dependingonwavelength.

Neut. condenser.

Varying

for

different

transruitters.
Balancing

resistance.

Secondary circuit damping

95
resist- 85

100

ohms.

8 ohms

Not L.R,.T.

ca,ch.

tanceg.

Secondary tuning
(Variable).

Primary

condenser.

inductance.
inductance.

Secondary

84

Dependingonwavelength

80 l65pH.
82 l65rtH.

Total value.
Tota1 value.

BUB-MODULATOR BTAGE,

resistance.
.
Anode coupling condenser.
Filament C/T shunt resistance.
Filament adjusting resistance.
Input transformer.
Grid leak.
Anode

choke.
Grid leak.
Speech

+7

50,000 or
100,000 ohms.

48
64
65
4l
+2

0.5rtF.
24 ohms.
2.2 ohms each leg.

l/1.55 ratio.
100,000 ohms.

MODULATON STAGE.
52 100 H.

55

100,000 ohms.

Filament C/T shunt resistance. 59 14 ohms.
Filament adjusting resistance. 58 0.5 ohms each leg.
Grid bias adjusting potentiometer. 39/40 1,600 ohms and 650
(Mod. and Sub. Mod.).
ohms in series.
Grid bias smoothing condensers. 5l & 43 5.0pF. each.
92 20 II.
Grid. bias smoothing choke.

35

L.N.T. 12 ohms.
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.B'UNIT
Layout and Construction
This unit contains the Intermediate II.X'. Amplifier stage.
The cubicle is divided into upper and lower compartments, the latter being sub-divided
again by a transverse vertical aluminium partition into front and rear compartments, each
fitted with sheet aluminium doors. The top compartment is also provided with doors,
these being of aluminium at the rear and of plate glass at the front. In adclition each side
of the unit is composod ol four sections of sheet aluminium held in place by wing nuts. This
arrangement ensures easy access to any part of the interior of the cubicle. The doors are
locked in pairs as in the 'A' unit and a safety switeh is provided which controls all but the
bottom front pair of doors. These are left free to enable certain adjustments to be made
with power on.
X'our water-cooled valves are provided in this unit, the inner two forming the working
push-pull pair and the outer two the spare pair. The valves are mounted in separate water
jackets on two aluminium channel members which are insulated from earth and from which
each valve jacket is separately insulated. The valves are mounted in the front of the upper
compartment, which also contains the anode fuses, chokes, stabilizing resistances and blocking
condensers.

The front lower compartment contains the H.F. components requiring adjustment
with power on including the closed-circuit inductance and tuning variometer, the output
circuit inductance with adjustable coupling coil, the output circuit fine tuning condenser
and the neuting condensers.
The lower compartment in the rear contains the water insulating coils of which there
are four, wound in pairs on teak formers. Separate input, and output hoses are required
for each valve of the push-pull pair, but since the working and spare valves are never in
circuit together each coil is arranged to supply the water jackets of one working and one spare
valve in series. Tho associated input and output coils are wound on the same former. The
water supply to the unit is controlled by a 3-way cock adjacent to the hose coils, the shank
of which is marked with a 'T.' When the leg of the 'T' points to the left, as seen from
the back of the panel, the water supply to the unit is on and when it points towards the
back, the water is off. When the leg of the 'T' points to the right, the supply is by-passed
direct to the tank in the crypt. Care should, therefore, be taken to ensure that the operating
handwheel is turned in the correct direction. A small brass cock is fitted to the side of each
water jacket, primarily to allow air locks to be cleared after the water supply to the panel
has been turned off for any reason, but should there be any doubt as to whether water is
flowing through the jackets, these cocks may be opened when, if all is well, water will flow.
A metal tray is fi.tted under the valve jackets to cateh the overflow from these pet-cocks and
leakages during valve-changing operations and this is drained away by a rubber pipe connected to the drainage system.
The grid bias control potentiometers are situated at the rear of the upper comparbment
together with the bias smoothing apparatus and are controlled by horizontal sha,fts projecting
through the front of the unit and fitted with handwheels. A single-pole cha,nge-over switch
OJ
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.B'UNIT
Layout and Construction

(Contd,)

situated. just inside the rear doors of the compartment, connects the grid bias voltmeter
to read the bias applied to either valve at will, although this is normally left on the valve
which is working at, the lower bias of the two.
n'or switching the spare valves into circuit separate switches are used. These switches
are controlled by handwheels on the front of the panel. The action of the switch is such that

rotation of the handwheel causes the fiIament voltages to be applied gradually to the fi,lament
of the spare valve by means of a starting resistance. When all this resistance has been cut
out, a cam on the operating shaft trips the switch which connects the anode and grid to their
respective busbars. Except at the London transmitting station, change-over switching is
provided so that the connection of the spare valve automatically disconnects the working
one.

Meters and Controls
Contt'ols.
Meters.
Valae.
Irilament Volts.
.. Grid Bias Potentiometers (two).
C.A.M.3
Primary Closed-Circuit Tuning VarioTwo in push-pull and two Grid Bias Volts.
meter.
Anode Current,.
spare.
Yariable Coupling Coil.
Grid Current.
Primary Closed-circuit Output Closed-Circuit Tuning Con-

Current.

denser.

Condensers (two).
Spare Yalve Switches (two).

Output Closed-circuit Neutrodyne

Current.

Circuit Components
Com,ponent.
Anode short wave choke.

Typical
Ref. No.
Remarlcs.
& f3.4) Worlcing Value.
6 30 turns No. 18 None at L.N.T., N.N.T.,
a,nd L.R.T.
b.t.c. on l" former.

(Fi,gs 13

Anode short wave resistance.
Anode II.F. choke.

5
I

50 ohms.
300 turns No. 24
d.w.s. on 2!"

L.N.T. and L.R'T.

625

turns, S.N.T. 2I0 turns

former.

Anode blocking condensers (two) I0
27
Anode by-pass condenser.
:13
Grid stabilizing resistance.

0.0012rtX"
0.0012pF.

6 ohms

L.N.T. &

L.R,.T.,

None at' other

trans-

nritters.

100 ohms N.N.T.

& N.n,.:t.
(Continue on Page 39)
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.B'UNIT
Circuit Components

(Contd,)

Comltonents.
Grid bias II.l'. chokes (two)

Ref.
(IigsLS &

19

No.
f3-4.)

Typical
Working
0.0038

Value.
H.

Remarks.

S.N.T. and

S.R,.T.

0.0019 H.

Grid bias adjusting potentiometers

(two)

23

2,100 ohms

each. W.N.T.

1,200 ohms

each.

W.R,.T. I,070 ohms
each.

22'
2+
Grid
Grid bias smoothing condensers 21
resistance.
bias smoothing choke.

Machine loading

11,000 ohms.

20 H.
0.5pF.

(two)

Grid circuit damping

resistances.

L.N.T. 60

ohms

each leg.

N.N.T. 6 ohms. None at other

only.
L.R,.T.
24
ohms
-.
one leg

trans-

mitters.

each leg.
condensers (two)
Neut. condensers (two) (Yariable).

Grid blocking

26
15

0.05pX'.

0.00005 pX'

each.

Varying for different
transmitters.

closed-circuit lI (?ig.l}) 0.0005itn'each
condensers.
half.
Output closed-circuit capacity, ll(Iig.13-4) 0.0005/,F each
half.
tuning condensers.
Output secondary tuning con- 3f (-E'ig. f3)
denser (Variable).
Output closed-circuit capacity, }l(Fig.l3A)
coupling condensers (Variab1e)
130,uH total
Output closed-circuit inductance 13
with variable ind.uctance coil.
Output secondary closed-circuit 30 (Iig. 13) 165,"H total.
inductance with variable
Output primary

coupling coil.
Filament C/T shunt

resistance. 17
starting
I

According

to

wave-

to

wave-

to

wave-

Iength.

According
Iength.

According
length.

According to coupling required.
Tapped according to
wavelength.

Tapped according to
wavelength.

2 ohrns.

Spare valve filament

0.2 ohms.

resistance.

:\<.-

Static

28

leak.

Balancing resistances

(two)

300 turns No.

22 L.N.T. and

d.w.s. on two
$" formers.

16

24
39

ohrrs.

L.R.T.

625 turns.

L.R.T. 100 ohms.

I
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.C

'

UNITS

Layout and Construction
Units C, and C, contain the circuits of the Main Power Amplifier with the exception
D.' Each unit contains
the valves and equipment for one side of the push-pull circuit and provision is made for
mounting eight water-cooled valves on each side, one of which acts as a spa,re and is controlled
of the main H.tr'. output and feeder coupling circuits which form unit '

by a switch.
The units are somewhat larger than the 'A ' and ' B ' units but are of similar general
construction except that there is no internal sub-division. The upper and lower halves of
each cubicle are fitted with doors front and back, those at the back being of sheet aluminium
held in cast aluminium frames and those at the {ront of plate glass held in similar frames.
The doors are locked in pairs as in the case of the units previously described and are all
controlled by a safety-switch. As in the 'B' unit, the sides of the panel are detachable
and are held in place by wing nuts.
The upper half of each unit contains the water-cooled valves mounted in separate water
jackets bolted to insulated plates which are sirpported on a transverse channel member.
These plates also carry the anode feed meters and anti-short wave chokes and resistances and
occupy the space immediately behind the glass doors where the meters are readily visible.
The remainder of the upper hall is occupied by the anode chokes and current limiting
resistance mats.

The lower half of the .unit contains the input and output water insulating hose coils
and the header pipes. These are copper pipes of 2" interral diameter running right across
the panel behind the valve jackets, to which connection is made via links consisting of two
short copper tubes separated by a short length of rubber hose. These are fitted with nozzles
and glands so as to be readily removable for inspection and cleaning. The water supply is
controlled by a 3-way cock which is of a similar design to that, fitted in the 'B' unit a,nd
flows through one hose coil via the input header to the valve jackets from which it returns
by way of the output header and hose coil to the drainage pipe. A metal tray is fltted under
the valve jackets to catch the water released by opening the pet-cocks and any that may
be spilt during valve-changing operations. This tray is drained by a length of rubber hose
connected to the drainage system.

The grid bias adjusting potentiometer is mounted vertically inside the front of the
cubicle and is operated through a pair of bevels by a short shaft projecting through the front
of the unit and fltted with a handwheel. A similar handwheel at the other end of the unit
operates the spare valve switch which incorporates the filament starting resistance and
anode/grid switch trip.
The grid load resistances are mounted near the top of the cubicle and are water-cooled.
'Ihe resistance element is in the form of a rod mounted in a cylindrical glass jacket connnected
to the panel water supply by means of rubber pipes. The rate of flow of water to the grid
loads is controlled by a small valve which is fitted on the side of the main cock remote from

the

supply.
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UNIT

Meters and Controls
Valae
C.A.T. 6
Seven working and one
spare.

Meter.

Grid Bias Yolts.
Grid Load Circuit.

Controls.

Grid Bias Potentiometer.
Spare Valve Switch.

Anode Currenf, (eight, one

per valve).
Grid Current (eight, one

*

per valve).
Temperature (outlet
water).

*Mounteil, on oull,et head,er p,i,pe, eacept at L.R.T, where a common meter is mounted, on tke ' D ' uni,t.

Circuit Components

Typical
No.
14) Worlc'ing Value.
12 30 turns No. 16 on l"

Ref.

Cmnponent.
Anode short wave choke.

{.Fi,g.

Remarlcs.

screwed ?ormer.

Anode short wave

Anode H.n'.

resistance. lI

choke.

l0

O""t"r:]:""nt-limiting resist- 9
Anode blocking

condenser. 13

50 ohms.
315--625 turns on two Var;rine for difierent transE" porcelain formers. mitters.

500

ohms.

L.N.T. 250 ohms.

0.0012rttr'. (one per
valve).

resistance.
9 ohms.
Grid milliammeter shunt con- 40 0.5pF.

Grid stabilizing

L.N.T. only.
L.N.T. 0.ll,n'.

denser.

Grid blocking condenser.
Input closed-circuit capacity
(used

for adjusting

coupl-

3 0.5pn'.
37

L.N.T. 0.25t;"I..
Yarying for different

l,rarrs-

mitters.

ing where

capacitative
coupling is employed).

Grid bias H.F.

choke.

Grid bias adjustirrg

5 10-470 turns on two Yaryrng for difierent transt" porcelain formers. mitters.
poten- 7 145 ohms.
L.N.T. and L.R,.T. 125 ohms.

tiometer.
Grid bias potentiometer 6

50t*tr'.

shunt condenser.
Grid load resistance.

ll0-I50 ohms.

I

W.N.T. and W.R,.T. 160 ohms.

Water-cooled.
(Continue on fage 43)

+2

.C'UNIT
Circuit Components

(Contd..)

Typical'
Ref. No.
Contponent. (Pi,g. Lq Worki'ng Value.
Filament C/T shunt resist- 20 2 ohms.

Remarks.

ances (two).

Input closed-circuit con- +l
densers (stabilising).

condenser.
H.F. choke.
Series resistance.
By-pass condenser.
X'ilament C/T shunt resistBlocking

0'000l7r'n'.

each.

Two in parallel for
each valve.

INPAT PEAK VOLTMETER.
24 0.05PX'.
25 0.0038 I{.
S'N.T.
26 0.5 megohm'
27 0.00I9,X'.
23 24 ohms.

0.25 megohm.

&nce.

Filament adjusting resistance.

Valve.

22 1.25-L.5 ohms each leg.
2L MR/4i

OUTPUT PEAK VOLTMETER.

condenser.
lI.F. choke.
Series resistance.
By-pass condenser.
X'ilament C/T shunt resistBlocking

28
32
33
34
30

0.05PX'.

0.0038

H.

1.0 megohm.
0.00ItiX'.

24 ohms.

ance.

X'ilament adjusting

Valve.

resistance.

3t
29

L.25-1.5 ohms, each leg.
MR/4.

43

N.R.T. 0.0019 II.
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.D' UNIT
Layout and Construction
This unit contains the H.F. output circuit of the n'inal H.1'. Amplifier, the feeder coupling
oilcuit, and various meters assoc,iatecl rvith the H.F. circuits.

The r-urit <liffers slightly in r:onstruction from those already described in that
it is completely screened, with t,he exception of a narrow aperture cut in the front which is
window. Behind this are mounted the output closed-circuit current
meter, the t'lvo feeder current rneters and the electrostatic voltmeter rvhich indicates the
covered by a plate glass

percentage of modulation of the transmitter at any moment. Apart from the aperture
mentioned above, the front and back of the unit consist of fixed panels of sheet aluminium,
and the sides are each fitted with a pail of doors which extend to the full heiglrt of the unit,.

'Ihe rear half of the unit is occupicd by the closed-circuit condenser which consists of a
of zinc plates 3' 6" square spaced I$" apaft. These plates are supportect by
four chaturel girders which rest on an angle-section framework, the whole being very rigidly
constructed in order to obtairr all even t,ension on thp pla,tes, which is important in view of
the relatively close spacing. The plates are insulated from the frarnework by glass strips
each 6$" x f$" x f", to whir,h they are connected by U-shaped brass strips and togglos.
nurnber

The front of t,he unit contains the closed-circuit inductance, over rvhich is wound the
feeder coupling coil, antl the two firre tuning oil condensers, while the two neutrodyne condenser,s

and balancing resistarrces are nrounterl near the top of the unit together rvith the t,wo static
t'orrctensers ale opelated from the front of the unit by handrvheels
lvhich are connecterl t'o the concleusers b5 sholt horizontal shafts and bevel gearing providing
a ZfI redtction ratio. Considerabie space is left all round the tuning inductance in order
to avoid losses due to eddy currents.

leaks. 'Ihe fine tuniug

The closed circuit and feeder line aturneters are of the external thermocouple type.

Meters and Controls
Meters.

Controls.

Ulosed-circuit Currerrt.

I'eeder Line Currents (two).
Electrostatic Voltmeter.
C, Input Peak Volts.
C, Output Peak Volts.
C, Input, Peak Volts.
C, Output Peak Volts.
(tu L.If

.7

(-llosecl-circuit I'ine-tuning Oondelsers (trvt_r).

'C' Unit

. the Ehcfro.fio meler utttl

cornmoil watel outlet lhevntotneter
ave ntounled.

at

rCoulinue otL .pagc 13t

lhe top o.f the tt.nit.)
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Neutrodyne Condensels (two).
for Electrostatic Voltmeter.

Coupling Ooil

.D'UNIT
Circuit Components

Component.
Neut. Condensers (two)
(Variable).

I'ypical
No.
(Iig. 15) Working Value.
4 & 16 ().0002

Ref.

Neut. balancing resistances (two)
Closed-circuit inductance.

3
6
X'eeder coupling coil.
6
Closed-circuit condensers (two) I
Closed-circuit fine-tuning con- 5

Remarks.

Varying for different transmitters.

10 ohms.

5[-10 turns.
5-8f turns.

According to
According to
According to
According to

wavelength.
wavelength.
wavelength.
wavelength.

2.0pF. W.N.T.

& W.R.

densers (two) (Yariable)

Static leak,

primary.

Static leak,

secondarv

7

330-625 turns on two
E" porcelain formers.
330-625 turns on two
8" porcelain formers.

E LECT RO ST

Yoltmeter shunt condenser.
Filament equaliser resistance
Filament adjusting resist-

AT Ii

:

V

19
22
22

0.002pF.
24 ohms.

17

0.5ptr'.

OLT

ful

ET' ER.

1.25-l-4ohms,eachleg.

ances.

Input and output peak

volt-

meter shunt, condensers.
Coupling coil.

18
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CONTROL TABLE
in front of the transmitter, facing the 'D' unit, and on
trip switches and voltmeters, which require adjustment or observation while the transmitter is running. The table is constructed of aluminium sheet on , L,
section members, and is arranged in the form of a desk with hollow sides connected by a flat
shelf with a glass top and behind the shelf is a sloping panel carrying the meters. The side
panels of the desk are secured by wing nuts so as to be readily removable to provid.e access
to the regulator resistarlce elements.
There are five regulators in all, two being situated on one arm of the desk and three on
the other, as follow-s :The control table is situated

it

are mounted regulators,

Left-hand, sid,e

Main filament generator field regulator.
Drive filament regulator (not in circuit).*

Right-hand, sid,e

Main H.T. generator fi.eld regulator.
Modulated Amplifier H.T. generator
Drive H.T. generator field regulator.

Three

trip

switches connected, one

field

regulator.

in each of the H.T. contactor interlocking circuits,

are also placed on the right-hand arm of the desk where they are easily accessible for tripping
the H.T. supplies in an emergency. They are also used, when shutting down the transmitter,
for tripping the H.T. circuit breakers after the regulators have been run back to the starting

position.

Six voltmeters of the flush-mounting type are fitted on the sloping panel at the back
of the desk and read the voltages of the various supplies. From left to right they are as
follows

:-

Drive X'ilament Yolts (not in circuit).*
Main Filament Volts.
Main H.'I. Volts.
Drive H.'I. Volts.
Modulated Amplifier H.T. Yotts.
Station Mains Yolts.
tWater X'low (galions per minute.)
*The
Jil,ament suprytlg to the drio^e i,s nout talcen Jrom the main Jilament eupgtlg insteail of Jrun
batteri,es as wcra Jormeily the case, amil the Driae Jil,ament regulator and the Driae Jil,ament
aoltmeter are, thereJote no l,onger in circuit.
IAt L.R.aI. th,is is mounted, on tlw ' D' unit.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Starting Up
The following routine outlines the normal sequence of operations for starting up a
transmitter at a station with D.C mains and assumes that the station has been completely
shut down (i.e., that no ongines a,re running), and that only tho lighting and auxiliary feoders
are connected to the bus bars, the station mains being energised by the battery.
WATER COOLING BYBTEM.
water cooling system.
The water circulating pump in the crypt should be started up and &s soon as
sufficient water has been pumpecl to fill the gravity tank on the roof, as indicated
by water flowing back from the overflow pipe into the bottom tank, tho alarm
circuit should be tested by operating the switch controUing the circuit and the
ball valves in the tank tested to make certain that they are operating freely.

(I) Start up the

The water supply to the transmitter should then be turned on either by opening
the cocks in the individual units or -by opening the master cock where one is
provided.
aal,ae jackets in the uni,ts should, be euami,nnd, to asaertain whether there we amy
lealcs and, the Ttet coclc on the si,ile of each jacket, if not leff open whem the traruvnitter
was shut dautn, sltould, be openeil'in ord,er to ilisperse air loclcs and, closeil, when water

The

erruqges freel,y.

At all stations

except Moorside Edge, the spra,y pumps should bo started up
to flow over the cooling grids. At Moorside
Edge the coolers are completely immersed in the pond and therefore no spray
pumps are provided. At Brookmans Park where the Electroflo meter is of the
A.C. type, one of the small motor-alternators in th.e crypt should be started up
and its output change-over'switch connected to the transmitter circuit in question.
A flow of approximately 60 gallons per minute should be indicated, the gravity
tank being maintained full with a slight overflow which may be obsorved in the
tank in the crypt.
causing water from the cooling pond

DNGINE NOOM SWITCHBOARD.
(2) Start up the engines and connect the D.C. generai;ors to the station bus bars.
As soon as the engine has reached fuJI speed and has steadied itself, the knife
switches should be closed on the generator panel in question and the voltmeter
plug inserted. The excitation of the generator should be adjusted untilits voltage
is slightly greater (not more than about I volt) than that of the bus bars, to which
the battery is connected via its breakers. The circuit breaker should thon be
closed and the bus bar voltage adjusted to 230. The process must be repeatod
for each of the generators that will be required.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Starting Up

(Contil)

(3)

Start up the booster and connect it in circuit.
The booster should be started up and placed iu circuit &s soon as ono generator
is on tho bus bars. The excitation should be adjustod to give the required
charging, floating or discharge condition according to the voltage of the battery.

(4)

Complete the main feeder circuits.

Before the main foedor circuit breakor can be oporated the associated knife
switches on the Engrne Room switchboard and the tumbler switch on the Machine

Room switchboard must bo closed.

MACHINE ROOM SWITCHBOARD.
(5) ' Connect the Machine Room bus bars to the feeder circuits.
This is efiected by suitablo operation of the isolating switches on the Machine
(6)

(7)

Room switchboard.
Set the change-over switches appropriately 'Ior connecting the machines
respective bus bars.

to

their

Start up all the machines.
Before starting up the main E.T. machines, make sure that the safety ea,rthing
switches in the machine enclosures aire open. The circuit breaker of the main
H.T. machine is interlocked with the gate switch of the enclosure surrounding
the machine itself and with a tumbler switch on the Transmitter HalI switchboard,
which enables the machine to be shut down from that position if necessary. Both
switches must therefore be closed before the circuit breaker will go in. There
is an appreciable delay before the armature of the II.T. machine commences to
rotate due to its great inertia. There should therefore be a short wait on each
step of the starter to allow the machine to pick up and the motor ammeter to
assume a steady reading. The small H.T. and Grid Bias machines are started
by first moving the starter handle downwards until the stud at the back of it
presBes on the contactor-operating button, and causes the contactor to close.
The handlo should then be moved slowly upwards thus cutting out successive
portions of the starting resistance until the machino is running at full opeed.

TRANSMITTER HALL SWITCEBOARD AND CONTNOL TABLE.
(8) Check that the interlock supply switches on the switchboard and all thedoors onthe
transmitter units are closed. Also check that th,e erternul, il,riue isol,oting sw'i,tohes are
connecteil so as to apply the drive to the transmitter, and that the three II.T. interlock
trip switches on the control table are open and the regulators run back to the position
of minimum voltage.

__-t
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(9)

that connect the outputs of the particular set of
to the transmitter.
Normally only the filament switch is open-circuited when the transmitter is
shut down, the others being le{t in position and changed over only once a week
in order to bring the reserve machines into service. In throwing the doublepolo change-over switches on the main fflament generator panels, care must be
taken not to parallel the machines, as no interlock device is incorporatod in these

Operate the change-over switches
maohines

circuits.

An indicating lamp mounted above each switch

shows which machines are

runniug.

(10) Close the filament circuit breaker and run up the excitation of the generator until the
correct working voltage is obtained.
As soon as the circuit breaker is closed a small voltage is immediately applied.
About one m'intrte sltoulil, be all,owed, to elaytse, to l,et the fil,aments warnx %tr), before
oommerwing to rotate the regul,ator. The regul,ator should, then sl,owly be brouqht
wp to maa'imum, the gnocess occupying about lmff a nxi?Lute.
The filament circuit includes a relay, the contacts of which a,re oonnected in the
main interlock circuit. When the filament voltage reaches about 16 volts the
relay operates and the three grid bias contactors then close. (The II.T. interlocking circuits a,re now complete except for tho contactors controlled by the
trip switches on the control table which should remain open).

(I1) Run up the excitation of the grid

bias machines until the correct working voltages are

applied.

to apply the I[.T., a brief survey of the transmitter units
to ascertain that none of the valve filaments s,1s nrnning at an
abnormal temperature, and that the grid bias yoltmeters on the 'B' and 'C'
units, and on the 'A' unit where provided, are reading correctly. If no grid
bias is applied to the 'A' unit the Separator stage will run into grid current and
its grid current meter will accordingly show a reading.
Before proceeding
should be made

(f2) Apply the II.T. to the

Intermediate and X'inal H.X'. Amplifiers.
The appropriate interlock trip switch on the control table and the Output and
Field circuit breakers on the Transmitter HalI switchboard should be closed.
Before the main circuit breaker can be closed the spring loaded stop on the lefthand side of the mechanism must be lifted over the catch. The circuit breaker
is then made by moving the handle first up and then down to its fullest extent.
The excitation should be increased gradually by means of the regulator on the
49
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control table until the voltage attains its correct value. While this is being
done a careful watch should be kept on the 'B' and 'C' units for any signs of
self-oscillation or faulty valves. The standing anode feeds of the valves should
be checked and noted.
(13) Apply the E.T. to the Drive stage.
The appropriate interlock trip switch on the control table should be closed and
the excitation run up by means of the regulator until the correct reading is obtained
on the voltmeter. The anode feed should be checked when this has been done,
as in the event of failure of the drive no self-bias will be applied and the valve
will show an abnormally high anode current.
(fa), Appty the H.T. to the Modulated Amplifler and the other stages in the 'A' unit.
Before doing this the Engine Room should be signalled, Bince the application
of the drive to the Intermediate and Final H.F. Amplifier stages will result, in
an increased load on the main II.T. generator which will cause a drop in the mains
voltage and a corresponding drop in the fiIament voltage, unless the excitation
of the 230 volt generators supplying the station mains is increased to compensate
for the increased load.
To apply the H.T. to the 'A' unit, the appropriate interlock trip switch on the
control table should be closed and the excitation run up by means of the regulator
until the correct voltage reading is obtained. Immediate action should be taken
to correct the fall in the main H.T. a,nd fiIament voltages.
(15) Check the feeds of all the stages and the readings of the 'C' unit input and output
peak voltmeter, and make any slight adjustments that may be necessary in order to
secure the correct operating conditions.
The transmitter is then ready for modulation.

Shutting Down
When shutting down in the normal course of events the supplies should be taken off
in the order, Main H.T., Modulated Amplifier H.'I., Drive H.T., Grid Negative supplies and,
finally, Filament supply.
The Engine Room should be signalled before commencing a,nd the main II.T. should be
run down slowly so as to allow the excitation of the 230 volt genera,tors to be reduced at the
same time and the mains voltage thus prevented from rising. As soon a,s the main H.T.
has been taken ofi, the Engine Room can start shutting down, the generators being taken
ofi the bus bars and the engines stopped. One generator should, however, be left connected
to the bus bars until all the plant in the Machine R,oom lras been shut down, in order to
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should also be taken

out of circuit and shut down.
The operations involved
(1)

in shutting down the transmitter will now be detailed.

Run down the main II.T. and throw the interlock trip switch to

(2t Ruu down the Modulated Amplifier

OX'X'.

II.T. and throw the interlock trip switch to OX'F.

(3)

Run down the Drive H.T. and throw the interlock trip switch to OX'F.

(4)

Run down the three grid bias machines.

(5)

Run down the filament excitation, trip the circuit breaker and open the change-over
switch.

the motor generators in the Mashine Room.
The main H.T. and filament motor breakers are best broken by pulling out one
of the knife switches on the respective panels. This should be done slowly in
order to allow the auxiliary device which interrupts the holding circuit of the
breaker to operate, and to avoid breaking the main circuit by means of the knife
switch. In the case of the small machines the contactor circuits are broken by
depressing a button on the panel just above the starter switch.
Ilaving shut down the machines the feeder knife switches should be opened and
the feeder circuit breakers in the Engine Room tripped.

(6) Shut down

(7) Shut down the water supply.

The main water cock, or where one is not provided the water cocks on the
individual units, should be turned ofi and to prevent the formation of air locks
two of the pet cocks in each unit should be opened. The water-circulating pumps
and the spra,y pump in the crypt should be turned ofi. The alarm circuit should
also be turned ofi and, in the case of Brookmans Park, the Electroflo meter motorgenorator shut down.

Daily Line-up
The transmitter is lined-up for modulation by means of tone transmitted to the station

I

by line during the Transmitter Line-up tests which are made immediately prior to the resumption of progra,mme after a transmitter has been closed down. The tone is applied to the
input terminals of the transmitter via a 'B ' amplifier in the Control Room. The procedure
is to set the potentiometer on the control position to about the middle of its range and to
adjust the gain of the ' B' amplifier, by means of the volume control on tho amplifior, to
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obtain as nearly as possible the specifi.ed percentage of modulation as indicated by the
electrostatic voltmeter in the 'D' unit. This should previously have been adjusted to read
1,000 in the unmod.ulated cond,ition. Fine adjustment is then made by means of the
potentiometer on the control position. When this has been done the gain of the programme
Leter amplif.er shoulcl be adjusted to obtain a reading of 7 on the programme meter, which
should previously have beon calibrated.
Regional transmitters are normally lined-up at 30 per cent. modulation so as to allow
adequate margin for transient peak modulation voltages which the programme meter cannot
follow.

Running Adjustments
Certain adiustments are necessary from time to time while the transmitter is running,
particularly in the first half hour after starting up, in order to maintain the correct, operating
conditions.

If the Output Peak volts of the ' C' units deviate slightly from the specified optimum
value the main I[.T. voltage and the bias to the 'B' unit should be checked. Small re-ad'
justments should restore the normal working conditions. If the Outgtut Peak aoltage ileparts
considerably from ,its normal ualue this may ind,icate either maladiustment of the tuning or a fault
d,n

the aerial ooupling circuits.

The value of the grid bias voltage in the 'A' and ' C' units, and the main fiIament
voltage, should. be periodically checked and if there is any appreciable departure from the
normal working values the necessary readjustment should be made, generally by means of
the fleld regulators, but in the case of the grid bias voltages finally by means of the
potentiometers in the units.

Shuttin$ Down in an Emer$encY
In the event of a fault that necessitates shutting down the station, the proper procedure
is for the three H.T. supply voltages to be run down and the breakers and contactors then
tripped. In cases of extreme urgency it may be found necessary to take off the H.T. voltage
by tripping the breakers without reducing the excitation, but, under no circumstances should
this be clone by means of the door interlocks. I{ tlre fault is obvious and can be repaired in
a few seconds, time may be saved by opening the door interlocks and thereby tripping the
grid negative contactors, in which case a slight pause shou]d be made between breaking the
interlock circuit and earthing the supply terminals (which occurs just before the door handle
reaches the vertical position) in order to obviate the danger of sirorting the machines if
'Whenever practicable, however, the normal
the action of the contactor should be sluggish.
procedure should be adopted, particularly where the fault is of such a kind that the transrnitter is bound to be ofi the air for a few nainutes.
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Switching in Spare Valves
If the Sub-modulator or Modulator

valve should fail, the spare valve should be

switched into circuit by means of the appropriate change-over switch. This is operated by
means of a handle projecting through the front of the unit, and it is unnecessary to shut
down the transmitter. X'ailure of the Drive, Separator or Modulated Amplifier will
romove the drive from the transmitter and cause a large rise in voltage in the power amplifiers.
In this case, it will be necessary to reduce the three H.T. supplies, switch in the spare valve
and run up the transmitter again. X'ailure of a valve in the ' B ' unit does not, at all stations,
necessitate shutting down the transmitter. The II.T. and grid bias voltages should, howover,
be run down before oporating the change-over switches to bring the spare pair of valves into

circuit.
These ewitches are operated by means of handles projecting through the front of the
be attempted to operate the transmitter with one valve of the working
pair and one valve of the spare pair in circuit. At Brookmans Park the spare valve switches
are not ofthe change-over type. At this station, therefore, it is necessary to shut down the

unit. It should never

transmitter in order to change-over the valves. The two spare valves are switched into
circuit by operating the handles on the front sJ the unit and the normal pair isolated by
removing the anode fuses, grid connections and leads to one Ieg of the filament.
Failure of a valve in the ' C ' unit, due to its flIament burning out, may not necessitate
shutting down the transmitter even if grid filament contact should occur. If the anode
fuse blows and the valve isolates itself it will not be necessa,ry to shut down immediately.
If, however, as is more probable, the grid bias relay trips oraflash-over occurs, power should"
be removed as quickly as possible and the valve isolated from circuit by removing grid and
fiIament connections and the anode fuse. Should the anode of the valve be punctured, the
valve wiII begin to filI with water and it will then be necessa,ry to remove it from the panel
and fit a spare.

Tuning the Transmitter
General Notes on Tuning,-The Regional transmitters are now all driven by an external
constant frequency drive equipment which consists either of a tuning fork with the necessa,ry
frequency multiplier circuits or of a, constant frequency master oscillator system. It wiU
be assumed, for the purpose of this description, that the operating conditions of the extornal
drive equipment have been accurately adjusted for the generation of the frequency at which
the transmitter is to operate.
The closed circuits in each stage of the transmitter are roughly tuned to the working
frequency at the time of installation by means of the inductance and main circuit capacity
tappings. Those are also used to fix the L/C ratio of the circuit so as to obtain a suitable
value of circulating current, and in each case two taps, one connected to each side of the
circuit, are provided so as to enable circuits with an earthed centre point, or circuits including
a variometer, to be kept balanced. X'ine tuning is provided in some cases by a variable
condenser connected &cross the circuit, or by two variable condensers in series with their
common point earthed so as to provide means for equalisation of the load or drive on the two
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halves of a push-pull stage, and in others byavariable inductance. The fine tuning controls
are arranged so that they can be operated from the front of the unit while the transmitter is
running. The coupling controls also, where these are necessary, are similarly arranged.
The operation of tuning is best carried out stage by stage commencing at the 'A' unit

and working towards the

'D.'

It

is advisable to reil,uae the pouter on the sta,ge while the tuning is being carried out because
with the output closed circuit ofi tune, the valve or valves will draw a larger anode current
than the normal working value. The reason for this is that when the circuit is in tune it is
equivalent to a purely resistive load of high value into which the output of the valve is being
transferred; the anode current and the anode voltage are in phase opposition and the loss
in the valve is a minimum. But when the output circuit is ofi tune it is transformed into a
reactive shunt of relatively low impedance and consequently the power transferred to the
working load will fall. The anode current will rise due to the reduction in the impedance
of the tuned circuit, while, since the anode cunont and voltage will no longer be in phase
opposition, the efficiency will faII due to increased dissipation in the valve itself.
The normal filament and grid voltages should be applied to the etage but before the
H.T. ds appl,i,eil, the stage should be neutrod,yned,. To do this, a low-reading milliammeter should
be connected in the output closed circuit and the circuit tuned for maximum current. The
current indicated by the milliammeter will be that produced from the previous stage by
virtue of the fact that the circuit is out of balauce. The neutrodSme condenser should,
therefore, be adjusted to reduce the out of balance current to a minimum and the meter should

then be taken out of circuit.
The H.T. shoulil, be appi,i,eil, yrogress'i,ael,y. Commencing with a fairly low value of I{.T.
the circuit should be brought into tune. The H.T. voltage should then be raised and the
circuit again tuned, and proceeding in this way the II.T. should gradually be brought up to
the normal working value. It should be noted that in general the point, of m'i,nim,um anoil,e
current will be much more sharply defined than the condition of maximum circulating current.
Consequently when tuning the former is always taken as the criterion.
Where inductive coupling is employed, as between the Modulated Amplifier and the
Intermediate II.X'. Ampli.f.er, and in certain transmitters between the Intermediate and
X'inal II.X'. Amplifiers, the seconila,ry o'ircu'it 'i,s al,ways tuned, Jirst, wi,th the aoupl,inq as loose
as the ad,jnstrnent pe,rmits, for maximum circulating current.
The coupling is then progressively tightened, the primary circuit being tuned and the
II.T. voltage brought up until the working condition is reached. The seaond,ary tuning must
rwt be altereil, after the aoupl,i,ng has beem ti,ghtened,. As the coupling is tightened the anode
current, with the primary circuit in tune, will show an increase but beyond a certain point
the impedance of the load into which the vaJ.ves work becomes so much less than the A.C.
resistance of the valves themselves that the conversion efficiency falls more rapidly than the
power developed by the valves can increase. Consequently further tightening of the coupling
does not increase the output from the stage but merely causes it to draw a higher anode current.
There is therefore a particular value of anode current that corresponds to the condition of
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stage is delivering its maximum output, and in practice the aoupl,ing
at whiah this partiaular oalue of arwil,e aument 'is

tightened, beyond, the poi,nt

obtaineil,.

Drive Stage-The Drive stage is tuned to the frequency applied to it from the external
constant frequency source, by means of a variable inductance and fine tuning condenser.
The valvo is pa,rtly self-biassing and the voltage of the drive should be adjusted to give
the normal working value of anode current'
Separator Stage-The Separator circuit is adjusted in a similar mannet to the Drive stage,
except that no fine tuning is provided. It is essential that grid current should not flow
and if, with the circuit in tune and the correct values of grid bias and H.T. appliecl to the valvo,
a'reading is obtained on the grid current meter, the Separator tapping on the Drive closedcircuit inductance will have to be adjusted until current ceases. It should be noted that too
great an output from the external drive source may equally be the cause of the Separator
valve running into grid current

Modulated Amplifier-The primary and secondary closed circuits are each tuned with a
variable condenser and the coupling between the two circuits by means of a variablo inductance.
The method of tuning has been outlined above under 'General Notes on Tuniug' and the
coupling must never be tightened beyond the degree at which the specified v.alue of anode
current is obtained. In general, when the transmitter is being operated on full power it will
be necessary for this setting, which corresponds to the maximum output, to be used.
The stage is sef-biassing and for satisfactory operation the drive must be regulated by
suitable adjustment of the tapping on the Separator closed-cfucuit inductance to give a specified
value of grid current.

Intermediate H.F. Amplifier-In those transmitters using inductive coupling

between

the Intermediate and X'inal ILF. ampliflers, the primary closed circuit is tuned with a variabie
inductance and the secondary with a varia,ble condenser. The coupling is adjusted by means of
a variable coupling coil. The method of tuning is simila,r to that of the Modulated Amplifier
stage and is outUnea above und.er ' General Notes on Tuning.' The coupling is adjusted i,s
necessary to provide the correct driving voltage to the grids of the 'C' units and, if the
Modulated Amplifier output coupling is adjusted for maximum output, no difiiculty should be
experienced in obtaining an adequate degree of coupling before the specified value of anode
current that corresponds to maximum output, is reached'
In those transmitters where there is no inductive coupling between the Intermediate
and. X'inal II.F. Amplifiers, the tuniug is efiected with a variable inductance and the coupling
adjusted, to obtain the correct value of output H.n'. peak volts from the 'C' units, with a
variable condenser. Both the variable inductance and the condenser are located in the ' D'
unit, the values of inductance and main tuning capacity in circuit and of main coupling capacity
cl)
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Tuning the Transmitter (Contil)
(connected between the grid busbars

a,nd earth in the 'C' urrits) being initially adjusted
so that the correct value of grid H.F. peak volts on the 'C' units can be obtained with an
anode current in the 'B' unit not exceeding 0.75 A per valve after the circuit has been
tuned.

The grid bias voltage must be adjusted to a value such that the stage never runs into
grid current and the minimum working value is determined by the 'slide-back' method.
To do this it is necessary to insert a low-reading millis,master in the grid circuit of each of
the C.A.M.3 valves, then with the normally unmodulated. output o{ the 'A' unit applied
to the grids, the D.C. grid bias voltage, starting with approximately the full normal value,
should be s[ghtly reduced until grid crurent just begins. The value of the bias at which this
happens will then just be equal to the peak value of the applied I{.X'. voltage in the unmodulated condition. Therefore, since the II.F. peak voltage will have double this value at I00
per cent. modulation, the value of the grid negative voltage applied to the stage must be
adjusted to at least twice the value a,t which grid current starts, as determined by the above
test, in order to ensure that the stage will uot run-,into grid current during modulation. It
is permissible to run with a bias slightly greater than this fi.gure but never with a smaller
value. In practice it may be found that, the bias applied to the two valves requires to be

individually ad.justed in order to equalise their anode curents. This is an example to which
the rule given above applies. The equalisation adjustment is made with the grid bias
potontiometers in the ' B ' unit but it should rwter be efiected by reducing the bias of one of
the valves but always increasing that of the other.

Final H.F. Amplifier and Aerial Circuits-The output

closed circuit

in the 'D' unit

is

tuued with two yariable condensers in series, having their common point earthed. In this
case the circuit must be tuned for maximum circulating current instead of for minimum
anode current, because the only indication of the total anode current is provided by the meter
in the output of the H.T. generator, which is located on the Transmitter llall switchboard
and is not readable from the front of the 'D' unit where the adjustment is made. The
object of providing two condensers is to enable the II.X'. peak voltage developed by the
two 'C' units to be equalised at the same time as the closed circuit is brought into tune.
The a,erial closed circuit in the Aerial Transformer llouse is tuned by means of a variable
oil condenser connected across the circuit, and the aerial circuit itself is tuned by varying
either the capacity in circuit or the inductance, depending upon the type of circuit used.
The feeder coupling is adjusted by varfng the number of turns of the feeder coupling coil
in the 'D' unit across which the feeder line is connected, and the aerial coupling is adjusted
by altering the position of the aerial coupling coil with respect to the closed-circuit inductance,
the former being amanged to slide inside the latter. The method of adjusting the drive to
the stage has already been described in connection with the Intermediate II.X'. Amplifier.
The grid bias to the 'C' units is adjusted to a specified value by means of a potentiometer
in each of the 'C' units.
c()
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(Contd')

The procedure for tuning the transmitter output and aerial circuits is detailed
following paragraphs which should be read in conjunction with X'igure 9(C).

in the

l.

The aerial coupling is loosened and the transmitter run up on low power so as to bring
the current in the aerial primary closed circuit to about one third of its normal value.

2.

The aerial and aerial primary closed circuits are roughly tuned for maximum current.

3.

The aerial tuning condenser or inductance is adjusted to obtain a maximum value for the

ratio Ir/I,

4.

The aerial primary closed-circuit condenser is adjusted to obtain a maximum value of
the ratio Ir/I, (where I, is the average of the two feeder current meter readings).

5.

Power is then increased

until either,
(a) the current I, reaches a value oftapproximateiy 50 amperes, or
(b) the anode peak voltage in the 'D' unit reaches the specifled working value
(e.g. 4,000 volts with 10,000 volts II.T., or 4.500 volts with 12,000 volts II.T.)
The subsequent tuning procedure will depend upon which of these two conditions is

first

met.

lf, as the power is increased, condition (a) procedes condition (b) it implies that the
aerial coupling (aerial transformer house) is too loose. This coupling should, therefore,
be increased and operation (4) repeated, the 'D' unit being retuned each time, until
conditions (a) and (b) occur approximately together. If on the other hand condition (b)
occurs before condition (a), the coupling should be loosened until the two conditions
occur approximately simultaneously.

6. With the transmitter
power

to the last

adjusted according

to the

procedure

in (5) the total D.C. input

stage should be noted.

If this is less than the normal value it will be necessary to tighten the feeder coupling
(' D ' unit) until the input power and the peak voltage are correct, the drive being increased
as required.
In the event of the input power being higher than normal the feeder coupling should
be loosened until the correct conditions ere obtained, the drive being reduced as
required.

7. With the transmitter ruildng with the normal input and the correct

value of output

peak volts in the ' D ' unit, the currents at both ends of the feed.er line should be checked.
The readings should not difier by more than 15 per cent.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Tuning the Transmitter (Contd)
The characteristic impedance of the feeder line is approximately 500 ohms and if
the aerial circuits (aerial transformer house) are correctly adjusted the feeder will be
terminated by an impedance, R,, having about the same value.
Now since the input power to the last stage is knowrr and the efficiency is given by

the equation

: _o'78v"
x roo.
y^
the output power, W, frorn the 'D' unit is also known.
But W : IszR and. Iu :
lY whence if R, :
"
,,

^

R,'

500 ohms, Ia

: 0.22t/W,

and

^Jexpression difiers considerably from that obtained by
the value of Ir given by this
the average of the readings of the two meters in the aerial transformer house, this will
ndicate a mismatch.
The impedance of the aerial coupling circuit is given by,

iI

R,: Y
Ir'
and if the value obtained difiers considerably from 500 ohms a new value for the feeder
coupling condenser C, must be used. But if the value of Cr is altered that of the aerial
primary closed-circuit inductance must also be changed in order to bring the circuit
into tune within the degree of adjustment provided by the variable condenser.

If R, is found to be greater than 500 ohms the value of C. must be increased and that
of the inductance reduced. Conversely, if R, is found to be less than 500 ohms the value
of the condenser C, must be reduced and that of the inductance increased. In either
case the circuits must be completely retuned in accordance with the procedure outlined
in paragraphs 4-6. The adjustment of the aerial tuning circuit wiII not need to be
altered since this will not be afiected.
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